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1.1 NATIONAL RURAL EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEE SCHEME (NREGS) PORTAL: DEMAND FOR AT-ALL HIGH 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 A recent analysis of data available up to November on the National Rural Employment Guarantee 

Scheme (NREGS) portal shows that demand for work has been at all-time high. 

 The NREGS is a demand-based scheme and has emerged as a safety net during the pandemic for 

jobless migrant workers returning to their villages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 The number of gram panchayats generating nil person days of work (panchayats with zero person 

days work) during the current financial year are at an eight-year low of only 3.42% of the 2.68 lakh 

gram panchayats across the country. 

 In 2019, the number of gram panchayats generating nil person days during the entire period was 

3.91% of the total 2.64 lakh gram panchayats. 

 Over 96% of gram panchayats across the country have registered demand for work under NREGS 

from April till November-end. 

 Over 6.5 crore households, covering 9.42 crore individuals, have availed NREGS till November 2020, 

which is an all-time high. 

 Over 265.81 crore person days have been generated, which is higher than 265.44 crore generated 

in 2019. 

 1.98 crore households availed the scheme in October 2020, which is 82% higher than 2019. 

 The wage expenditure has also reached an all-time high of Rs. 53,522 crore during this period. 

 Tamil Nadu has reported the highest figure of households that availed the NREGS across the country, 

since July and has been followed by West Bengal. 

1. POLITY 
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1.2 SUPREME COURT JUDGEMENT OF LOTTERY, GAMBLING AND BETTING ARE TAXABLE UNDER 

GST ACT, 2017 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, the Supreme Court (SC) has held that lottery, gambling and betting are taxable under 

the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Act, 2017. 

Background: 

 The SC passed the order in a batch of pleas filed by various lottery dealers who argued that the 

Central government had wrongfully classified lottery as goods. 

 Challenging Section 2 (52) of the 2017 Act and notifications levying tax on lottery, petitioners 

contended that the law was violative of the fundamental rights and contrary to the SC judgment 

(Sunrise Associates Vs. Government of NCT of Delhi 2006) that held that lotteries were merely 

actionable claims and cannot be defined as ‘goods’. 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme 

 The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act, 2005 was notified by the 

Government of India on September, 2005 and was made effective in February 2006. Under 

it, the NREGS was introduced. 

 The Act aims at enhancing the livelihood security of people in rural areas by guaranteeing 

hundred days of wage employment in a financial year to a rural household whose adult 

members (at least 18 years of age) volunteer to do unskilled work. 

 The central government bears the full cost of unskilled labour, and 75% of the cost of 

material (the rest is borne by the states). 

 It is a demand-driven, social security and labour law that aims to enforce the ‘right to 

work’. 

 Ministry of Rural Development in association with state governments, monitors the 

implementation of the scheme. 

Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyaan 

 It was launched in June 2020 to empower and provide livelihood opportunities to the 

returnee migrant workers and rural citizens who had returned to their home states due to 

the lockdowns. 

 It worked in mission mode for 125 days with an outlay of Rs. 50,000 crore. 

 A total of 116 districts across six states, namely Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 

Rajasthan, Jharkhand and Odisha were chosen for the campaign. 

 These districts covered the maximum number (about 2/3) of such migrant workers who had 

returned. 

 The chosen districts include 27 Aspirational Districts, districts which are affected by poor 

socio-economic indicators. These are aspirational in the context, that improvement in 

these districts can lead to the overall improvement in human development in India. It is a 

NITI Aayog’s Programme. 
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Judgement: 

 Lottery, betting and gambling are actionable claims and come within the definition of goods under 

Section 2 (52) of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017. 

 The levy of GST on lotteries does not amount to hostile discrimination. 

 As per Schedule III of CGST Act 2017, actionable claims other than lottery, betting and gambling 

are neither treated as supply of goods nor a supply of services. 

 The Parliament has an absolute power to go for an inclusive definition of the term ‘goods’ to include 

actionable claims like lottery, gambling and betting. 

 Article 246A of the Constitution fully empowers the Parliament to make laws with respect to goods 

and services tax and expansive definition of goods given in Section 2 (52) cannot be said to be not 

in accord with the constitutional provisions. 

Central Laws Related to Lottery, Gambling and Betting 

The Lotteries Regulation Act, 1998: 

 Lottery is considered as legal in India. Lottery should be organized by the state government and 

the place of Draw should be in that particular state. 

Indian Penal Code, 1860: 

 The code has provisions for punishing anyone who to the annoyance of others does any obscene act 

in a public place or sings, recites or utters any obscene song, ballad or words, in or near any public 

place. 

 These provisions of the IPC may be attracted if any obscene matter is used for the purpose of 

advertising betting and gambling activities. 

Prize Competitions Act, 1955: 

 It defines Prize in Competitions. 

Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999: 

 Remittance of the income generated from lottery winning, racing/riding is prohibited under this 

Act. 

Information Technology Rules, 2011: 

 Under these rules, any internet service provider, network service provider or any search engine will 

not host any such content which directly or indirectly support Gambling. 

Income Tax Act, 1961: 

 Under this Act, current taxation policy in India covers all types of Gambling industry directly and 

indirectly. Thus, it can be said that all regulated and legalized Gambling is supported in the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) of India. 
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1.3 FREEDOM OF PRESS IN INDIA 

 

Context 

 According to a report a record number of journalists were 

imprisoned during 2020. 

 This report is published by the Committee to Protect 

Journalists (CPJ), which is an independent, nonprofit 

organization that promotes press freedom worldwide. 

More about Report 

 The overall number of jailed journalists in 2020 is at 

record high of 272. 

 Turkey remains the world’s worst offender against press 

freedom with at least 68 journalists imprisoned for anti-

state charges. At least 25 journalists are in prison in Egypt. 

 There are dozens of reporters missing or kidnapped in the 

Middle East and North Africa, including several held by 

Houthi rebels in Yemen. 

 Amid the Covid-19 pandemic, authoritarian leaders tried 

to control reporting by arresting journalists. 

 

Threats to Freedom of Press 

 The retention of archaic colonial laws - There are several sections in the Indian Penal Code that 

are widely used (and abused) against journalists and to ban works of art, films, and books. 

o These include Section 153 (“Wantonly giving provocation with intent to cause riot”); 

Section 153A (“Promoting enmity between different groups on grounds of religion, race, 

place of birth, residence, language, etc., 

o Section 124A, the sedition clause (“Whoever, by words, either spoken or written, or by 

signs, or by visible representation, or otherwise, brings or attempts to bring into hatred or 

contempt, or excites or attempts to excite disaffection towards, the Government 

established by law in India, shall be punished with imprisonment for life”). 

 Imperfections in our judicial system- Our lower courts in particular are too quick and too eager 

to entertain petitions seeking action against journalist. These petitions tend to be frivolous, or 

without substance, or politically motivated, and in perhaps 99.9% of the cases should be thrown 

out.  

 Rise and further rise of identity politics- Writings of journalists has become increasingly captive 

to the ease with which a community, any community at all, can complain that its sentiments, any 

sentiments, are hurt or offended by it. 

o Classic example is the banning of Salman Rushdie’s book The Satanic Verses in 1988. 

 The behavior of the police force - Even when courts take the side of writers and artists, the 

police generally side with the political influencer who harass them. 

 The pusillanimity or more often the mendacity of politicians- Indeed, no major or minor Indian 

politician, as well as no major or minor Indian political party, has ever supported writers, artists 

or film-makers against thugs and bigots. 

 The dependence of the media on government advertisements- This is especially acute in the 

regional and sub-regional press. For example, a Kannada paper published out of Dharwad would 

depend heavily on revenue from the Karnataka Government’s advertisements for tenders, jobs, 

Quotes about Freedom of Press  

 “If liberty is to mean anything at 

all, it means the right to tell people 

what they do not want to hear.” - 

George Orwell 

 Freedom of the press is not just 

important to democracy, it is 

democracy. 

 “Freedom of the press is a precious 

privilege that no country can 

forego.” - Mahatma Gandhi 

 “The press is the best instrument 

for enlightening the mind of man, 

and improving him as a rational, 

moral and social being.” - Thomas 

Jefferson 
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and various development schemes. It is therefore unlikely that this newspaper will be fearless in 

its criticism of the state government’s failures. 

 The dependence of media on commercial advertisements - This is especially pertinent in the 

case of English-language newspapers and television channels that cater to the affluent middle-

class. Companies that make products that have damaging side-effects are rarely criticised for fear 

that they will stop providing ads. Indeed, several major industrial houses have pulled ads from 

magazines or channels when they have run stories critical of their companies. 

Importance of Free Media 

 Freedom of expression is a foundation for many other rights - An effective media also depends 

on the legal basis that freedom of expression gives the right to function and report freely, 

sometimes critically, without threat or fear of punishment. 

 A free press helps inform the public - Knowledge is power. In print, on line, or on TV or radio: 

without a free exchange of information, people can’t be fully aware of what’s going on around 

them and so can’t meaningfully participate in their communities or democracies. 

 Informed voters = stronger democracies  

o A democratic society hinges on the people being able to hold informed opinions and 

express them – both in voting booths and more broadly in their day-to-day lives. It’s 

important that people are able to ask tough questions of the people in power and find out 

about decisions which affect them and their fellow citizens. 

 Fairer elections = more, better democracy 

o Elections give huge amounts of power to individuals, parties and institutions, so it’s crucial 

that the media are able to report accurately and critique the work of people who hold 

office – even when it is unflattering. 

 Discovery of truth –  

o It’s crucial to quality journalism to be able to ask difficult questions, follow interesting 

stories, query inconsistencies and report accurately on the issues. By dedicating time, 

energy and skill to finding out what’s going on in the world around us, a free press is able 

to bring important information out into the public arena. 

 An independent press can hold powerful interests to account – 

o Independent reporting shines a light on sometimes-hidden topics and provides crucial 

checks and balances on powerful people and institutions. 

o Public attention creates scrutiny and is a disincentive for corruption or human rights 

abuses. The truths that quality investigative journalism uncovers can topple governments, 

alter international policies, and improve human rights standards internationally. 

 Marginalised and minority issues heard  

o Marginalised and minority voices are, by definition, more likely to be left out of 

mainstream discussions. Freedom of expression guarantees individuals and groups the right 

to tell their own stories, without censorship or fear of attacks.  

o Freedom of expression helps a wide variety of marginalised causes and voices to be heard: 

from workers’ rights to women’s rights, disabled or LGBTI communities, ethnic and 

religious minorities, economically disadvantaged groups, age groups, and many more. 

Press Freedom in India: 

 In 1950, the Supreme Court in Romesh Thappar v. State of Madras observed that freedom of the 

press lay at the foundation of all democratic organisations. 

 The Constitution, the supreme law of the land, guarantees freedom of speech and expression 

under Article 19, which deals with ‘Protection of certain rights regarding freedom of speech, etc. 

 Freedom of press is not expressly protected by Indian legal system but it is impliedly protected 

under article 19(1) (a) of the constitution, which states - "All citizens shall have the right to 

freedom of speech and expression". 
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 However, Freedom of press is also not absolute. A law could impose only those restrictions on the 

exercise of this right, it faces certain restrictions under article 19(2), which is as follows- 

 Matters related to interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State, 

friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality or in relation to contempt 

of court, defamation or incitement to an offence. 

Way forward  

 In democracy, the Government cannot function unless the people are well informed and free to 

participate in public issues by having the widest choice of alternative solutions of the problems 

that arise. Articles and news are published in the press from time to time to expose the weaknesses 

of the governments. The daily newspaper and the daily news on electronic media are practically 

the only material which most people read and watch.  

 The people can, therefore, be given the full scope for thought and discussion on public matter, if 

only the newspapers and electronic media are freely allowed to represent different points of views, 

including those of the opposition, without any control from the Government.  

o The following suggestions are offered in this connection: 

o Freedom of press may be inserted as a specific fundamental right under Article 19 of the 

Constitution of India. 

o Parameters of freedom of press should be clearly earmarked. 

o Information must be available at an affordable cost within specified, definite and reasonable 

time-limits. 

o Free press should not violate right to privacy of an individual. 

o Free press must be law enforcing and preventive of crime. 

o Rule of law must be followed by the free press. 

o Influence through free press upon the judiciary should not be exercised. 

 

 

1.4 COMMITTEE RESERVATION IN STUDENT’S ADMISSIONS AND FACULTY RECRUITMENT IN IIT’S 

 

Context 

 An eight-member committee appointed by the government for suggesting measures for effective 

implementation of reservation in student’s admissions and faculty recruitment in IITs has 

recommended that the 23 engineering schools should be exempted from reservations under CEI Act, 

2019, 

 Rather than specific quotas, diversity issues should be addressed through outreach campaigns and 

targeted recruitment of faculty. 

Recommendations of Committee 

 The report states that IITs should be added to the list of “Institutions of Excellence” mentioned 

in the Schedule to the Central Educational Institutions (Reservation in Teachers’ Cadre) Act 2019. 

 Section 4 of the Act exempts “institutions of excellence, research institutions, institutions of 

national and strategic importance” mentioned in the Schedule and minority institutions from 

providing reservation. 

 Currently, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, National Brain Research Centre etc. all its 10 

constituent units are covered under Section 4 of the law. 

 If granting full exemption from reservations was not possible, the committee recommended that 

the implementation of reservation policies for all categories including Economically Weaker 
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Sections (EWS) be restricted just to Assistant Professor Grade I and Grade II and not for levels 

above. 

 Vacancies not filled in a particular year due to non-availability, be de-reserved in the subsequent 

year. 

 Conduct of special recruitment drives to attract candidates from reserved categories. 

 To address diversity issues, the report argued that a “system emphasising targeted goals over a 

period of time” and not “specific quotas” be followed so that IITs can “compete with other top 

institutions in the world in terms of excellence, output, research and teaching.” 

 The panel proposes a two-year Research Assistantship for students from reserved categories 

aspiring to join PhD programmes. 

 

 

1.5 PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE ON COVID-19 

 

Context 

 Parliamentary Committee on Home Affairs on the management of the Covid-19 pandemic in the 

country made recommendations. The Committee, headed by Rajya Sabha MP Anand Sharma, 

submitted its report to Rajya Sabha Chairman M Venkaiah Nadu in December. 

 

More about report of Committee 

 The Committee has made a detailed assessment of four aspects: the country’s preparedness, 

augmentation of health infrastructure, social impact, and economic impact. 

 

Preparedness 

 Migrant labourers, factory workers, daily wage earners were the worst affected due to lack of 

timely dissemination of the information in the district areas about the arrangements being made 

for food, shelter and other facilities leading to their exodus. 

 Recommendation 

o Draw up a national plan and guidelines under National Disaster Management Act 2005 and 

Epidemic Diseases Act, 1897. 

o A separate wing shall be formed in the NDMA that will specialise in handling pandemics 

like Covid-19 and take a leading role in building a partnership of government with the 

public sector, corporates, NGOs and other stakeholders. 

o An effective functional institutional mechanism is needed for coordination between the 

Centre, states, and Union Territories for quick response to such a crisis in future. 

 

Augmentation Health Infrastructure 

 Disproportionate availability of ICU beds in private and public sector hospitals. 

 Private hospitals are either inaccessible or not affordable for everyone 

 Overcharging by hospitals, denial of the cashless facility, variation in levying charges towards 

consumables such as PPE kits, gloves, and masks, etc., or on other non-medical expenditure. 

 Recommendation 

o Comprehensive Public health Act at the national level: 

 To support the Government in keeping checks and controls over the private hospitals. 

 Keep a check on the black marketing of medicines and ensure product 

standardization. 
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 Regulatory oversight on all hospitals working in the country to prevent refusal to 

accept insurance claims. 

 The target should be to make Covid-19 treatment cashless for all people that are 

having insurance coverage. 

Social Impact 

 Ineffective implementation of the Inter-State Migrant Workmen (Regulation of Employment and 

Conditions of Services) Act, 1979. 

 The task of identifying the location and disbursing relief measures to the migrant workers became 

very difficult as the Central Government did not have any data of the migrant workers and had to 

seek it from the States 

 Recommendation 

o A national database on migrant workers be launched at the earliest helping in identification 

as well as delivering rations and other benefits. 

o The database may also include “records of returning migrant labourers including details 

about their source and destination, earlier employment details and the nature of their skills. 

o This would “help in skill development and planning for the transit of migrant workers” in a 

similar emergency in the future. 

o It recommended that until the One Nation, One Ration Card is implemented in all 

states/UTs, inter-state operability of ration cards should be allowed. 

o Continuation of Mid-Day Meal Scheme. 

o Ensure that the local administrations are delivering the rations/allowances in time and this 

should be continued until the schools reopen. 

 Economic Impact 

o Poor Implementation of Government Schemes. 

o Delay in Loan Disbursal. 

o Consumption had been severely curtailed due to huge job losses and fall in income due to 

the lockdown. 

 

 

1.6 RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING PROGRAMME 

 

Context 

 

 The Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship (MSDE) is conducting a Special Recognition 

of Prior Learning (RPL) programme for workers, with the Department of Panchayati Raj (DoPR). 

 The programme, implemented under Skill Acquisition and Knowledge Awareness for Livelihood 

Promotion (SANKALP) Programme of MSDE, has been rolled out in Varanasi and Chandauli, Uttar 

Pradesh (UP). 

 

More about programme 

 It aims to promote decentralization and local governance for better planning and implementation 

of skill development programmes. 

 It is being implemented by the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC). 

 It recognizes the value of learning acquired outside a formal setting and provides a government 

certificate for an individual’s skills. 

 Candidates receive exposure to concepts of digital and financial literacy and accidental insurance 

coverage for three years at free of cost. 

 No fee is charged from a candidate for participating in the RPL programme and every successfully 

certified candidate receives Rs. 500. 
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 MSDE is supporting the State Skill Development Missions (SSDMs) and District Skill Committees (DSCs) 

in the selection and onboarding of the Project Implementing Agencies (PIAs) and facilitating the 

successful execution of the programme. 

 Ministry of Panchayati Raj (MoPR) along with MSDE is monitoring it and are being supported by 

Directorate of Panchayati Raj, UP and the SSDM, UP. 

 This initiative is part of a larger programme on ‘Skill Development Planning at the level of Gram 

Panchayat’ that focuses on introducing RPL in a structured manner in various gram panchayats 

across the country. 

 

Significance 

 It aims to promote decentralization and local governance for better planning and 

implementation of skill development programmes. 

 It is being implemented by the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC). 

 It recognizes the value of learning acquired outside a formal setting and provides a government 

certificate for an individual’s skills. 

 Candidates receive exposure to concepts of digital and financial literacy and accidental 

insurance coverage for three years at free of cost. 

 No fee is charged from a candidate for participating in the RPL programme and 

every successfully certified candidate receives Rs. 500. 

 MSDE is supporting the State Skill Development Missions (SSDMs) and District Skill 

Committees (DSCs) in the selection and onboarding of the Project Implementing Agencies (PIAs) 

and facilitating the successful execution of the programme. 

 Ministry of Panchayati Raj (MoPR) along with MSDE is monitoring it and are being supported by 

Directorate of Panchayati Raj, UP and the SSDM, UP. 

 This initiative is part of a larger programme on ‘Skill Development Planning at the level of Gram 

Panchayat’ that focuses on introducing RPL in a structured manner in various gram panchayats 

across the country. 
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1.7 GOOD GOVERNANCE DAY 

 

Context 

 Good governance day is celebrated annually on 25th December to mark the birth anniversary of 

the former Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. 

 It aims is to create awareness of accountability in government among the citizens of India. 

 

Concept of Good governance 

 The concept of good governance 

is not new. Kautilya in his 

treatise Arthashastra 

elaborated the traits of the king  

of a well governed State thus: 

“in the happiness of his 

subjects lies his happiness, in 

their welfare his welfare, 

whatever pleases himself, he 

does n ot consider as good, but 

whatever pleases his subjects 

he considers as good”. 

 Mahatma Gandhi had 

propounded the concept of ‘Su-

raj’. 

 Good governance aims at 

providing an environment in 

which all citizens irrespective of 

class, caste and gender can 

develop to their full potential. In 

addition, good governance also 

aims at providing public services 

effectively, and equitably to the citizens. 

The 4 pillars on which the edifice of good governance rests, in essence are: 

 Ethos (of service to the citizen), 

 Ethics (honesty, integrity and transparency), 

 Equity (treating all citizens alike with empathy for the weaker sections), and 

 Efficiency (speedy and effective delivery of service without harassment and using ICT increasingly) 

 

Good governance should have the following distinct dimensions 

 

 As a democratic country, a central feature of good governance is the constitutionally protected 

right to elect government at various levels in a fair manner, with effective participation by all 

sections of the population. This is a basic requirement for the legitimacy of the government and its 

responsibility to the electorate. 

 The government at all levels must be accountable and transparent. Closely related to 

accountability is the need to eliminate corruption, which is widely seen as a major deficiency in 

governance. Transparency is also critical, both to ensure accountability, and also to enable genuine 

participation .  
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 The government must be effective and efficient in delivering social and economic public services, 

which are its primary responsibilities. This requires constant monitoring and attention to the design 

of our programmes. In our situation, where the responsibility for delivery of key services such as 

primary education and health is at the local level, this calls for special attention to ensuring the 

effectiveness and efficiency of local governments. 

 Governments at lower levels can only function efficiently if they are empowered to do so. This 

is particularly relevant for the PRIs, which currently suffer from inadequate devolution of funds as 

well as functionaries to carry out the functions constitutionally assigned to them. 

 An overarching requirement is that the rule of law must be firmly established. This is relevant not 

only for relations between the government and individuals enabling individuals to demand their 

rights but also for relations between individuals or businesses. A modern economic society depends 

upon increasingly complex interactions among private entities and these interactions can be 

efficiently performed only if legal rights are clear and legal remedies for enforcing these rights are 

swift. 

 Finally, the entire system must function in a manner which is seen to be fair and inclusive. This is 

a perceptional issue but it is real nonetheless. Disadvantaged groups, especially the SCs, STs, 

minorities and others, must feel they have an equal stake and should perceive an adequate flow 

of benefits to ensure the legitimacy of the State. 

 

Good governance and sustainable development 

 Good governance is considered key to achieving sustainable development and human well-being. 

 Empirical studies show that good governance, has strong positive effects on measures of social 

trust, life satisfaction, peace and political legitimacy. 

 Studies also show that good governance improves life evaluations either directly, because people 

are happier living in a context of good government, or indirectly because good governance enables 

people to achieve higher levels of something else that is directly important to their well-being. 

 This is in particular related to the control of corruption, which has been demonstrated to affect 

well-being both directly and indirectly. The absence of corruption has often been shown to increase 

the efficiency of public and private enterprise and thus create favourable conditions for 

economic growth. 

 There is also evidence that the higher levels of general and specific trust increase the happiness 

of people even beyond higher incomes. 

 Modern notions of good governance are necessary for attaining the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs). Goal 16 of the SDGs (or SDG 16), which is titled "Peace, Justice and 

Strong Institutions" and aims to "promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable 

development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive 

institutions at all levels". 

 Other SDGs are also strongly linked to good governance: for example, SDG 10 refers to reducing 

inequalities and promoting the social, economic and political inclusion of all people. More 

generally, the attainment of all SDGs depends on good governance 

 

Major Challenges to Good Governance 

 Criminalisation of Politics - The Criminalisation of the political process and the unholy nexus 

between politicians, civil servants, and business houses are having a baneful influence on public 

policy formulation and governance. 

 Corruption  

o The high level of corruption in India has been widely perceived as a major obstacle in 

improving the quality of governance. While human greed is obviously a driver of 
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corruption, it is the structural incentives and poor enforcement system to punish the 

corrupt that have contributed to the rising curve of graft in India. 

o The complex and nontransparent system of command and control, monopoly of the 

government as a service provider, underdeveloped legal framework, lack of information and 

weak notion of citizens’ rights have provided incentives for corruption in India. 

 Corruption and Electoral Reforms - The hitherto laissez-faire system of funding of elections is the 

biggest countervailing factor in the emergence of democratic India as an honest state. 

o The state funding of elections in India would also go a long way in reducing the clout of 

religious, ethnic and some business houses on the government. 

 Lack of Accountability - A common reason usually cited for inefficiency in governance is the 

inability within the system to hold the Civil Services accountable for their actions. Seldom are 

disciplinary proceedings initiated against delinquent government servants and imposition of 

penalties is even rarer. 

 Low Levels of Awareness of the Rights and Duties of Citizens - Inadequate awareness about their 

rights prevents citizens from holding erring government servants to account. Similarly, low levels 

of compliance of Rules by the citizens also acts as an impediment to good governance; when citizens 

do not adhere to their duties they infringe on the freedom and rights of other citizens. 

 Ineffective Implementation of Laws and Rules - There is a large body of laws in the country, each 

legislated with different objectives – maintaining public order and safety, maintaining sanitation 

and hygiene, protecting rights of citizens, giving special protection to the vulnerable sections etc 

 Red Tapism- Bureaucracies the world over are expected to adhere to rules and procedures which 

are, of course, important for good governance. However, at times, these rules and procedures are 

ab-initio ill-conceived and cumbersome and, therefore, do not serve their purpose. Also, 

government servants sometimes become overly pre-occupied with rules and procedures and view 

these as an end in themselves. 

 

Way forward for good governance 

 

 Through open online discussions people can discuss various problems of the govt. and can give 

suggestions to solve it which will be beneficial for the govt. itself.  

 Social media can also help for proper functioning of good governance.  

 Fair conduct of election is also very important for good governance 

 From the grass root level to the upper level all men and women should have a voice in the decision 

making so that people from all walks of life can take part in the decision making process.  

 Requests and complaints should be responded within a reasonable timeframe  

 Decisions should be taken and enforced in accordance with the rule. In democracy respective govt. 

should not try to fulfil their own party aims instead of caring the needs of the people. Therefore, 

decisions, taken by the govt. should be made available to the public 

 The budget should be prepared in consultations with the public. The govt. should constantly 

monitor the financial matter of the different departments.  

 State-sponsored development programmes must aim at reduction in poverty and improvement in 

productivity levels of workers. Towards these, poor people need to be directly involved.  

 Public Expenditure Review meets should be organized periodically at village, subdistrict and district 

levels to ensure proper utilization of funds and ownership of development programmes by the 

people.  

 Civil service should be given clear responsibility for delivery of services in respect of approved 

schemes and held accountable.  

 One third of seats in Assemblies and Parliament should be reserved for women.  
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 Persons charge sheeted by a competent court for heinous offences and corrupt practices should be 

debarred from contesting elections.  

 Partial State funding of elections should be commenced urgently. 
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2.1 PROBLEMS OF PUNJAB’S MONOCULTURE 

 

CONTEXT: 

 Amidst the ongoing farmer’s protests, questions are being raised on the sustainability of paddy-

wheat cultivation, especially in Punjab. 

Extent of paddy-wheat 

monoculture in Punjab 

 Monoculture is 

the agricultural 

practice of 

growing a single 

crop, plant, or 

livestock species, 

variety, or breed 

in a field or 

farming system 

at a time.  

 Wheat and paddy 

constitute about 

84.6% of the total 

area planted to 

all crops 

compromising on 

pulses, maize, 

bajra and 

oilseeds cotton. 

That ratio was 

just over 32% in 1960-61 and 47.4% in 1970-71. 

Issues with Monoculture 

 Destroys soil nutrients - Naturally, the soil contains nutrients and other functions. Monoculture 

eliminates all such functions due to the practice of only planting or rearing one type of crop or 

animal breed, respectively. As a result, there is no range of insect and soil microorganism species 

due to the lack of crop diversity that promotes insect and soil microbe biodiversity. 

 Results in the use of harmful chemicals - With the nutrients in the soil eliminated, farmers have 

to introduce artificial products that could replicate the functions and nutrients lost like the 

introduction of large amounts of herbicides, fertilizers, bactericides, and insecticides. 

o The chemicals leave traces in crops meant for human consumption, meaning they end up in 

the food chain and could result in serious health consequences due to bio-accumulation. 

 Pollutes groundwater supplies - Even if the plant is harvested, the chemicals remain in the soil. 

Since they are inorganic, they cannot be processed by microorganisms in the soil into organic 

matter. They leach through the ground and eventually pollute groundwater supplies and altering 

ecosystems that may be great distances away from the location of use. 

 Adversely affects and alters the natural ecosystem - The overuse of such inorganic chemicals 

forces organisms to evolve and develop resistances to artificial insecticides and herbicides. As more 

and more inorganic compounds continue to be poured into the soil, it continues to affect natural 

ecosystems detrimentally. 

2. ECONOMY 
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 Destroys the overall soil’s degradation and erosion - The use of chemical fertilizers in 

monoculture farming also destroys the soil’s health. When the crops are harvested, there remains 

no natural protection for the soil from erosion by wind or rain. Also, the topsoil does not become 

replenished, mainly because of erosions. 

 Requires lots of water to irrigate -Since monoculture results in the topsoil cover being harvested 

all at the same time, the topsoil loses elements that could help it retain moisture. Contemporary 

monoculture agricultural practices, therefore, require vast amounts of water to irrigate the crops 

o Punjab’s groundwater table has been declining by 0.5 meters per annum on an average due 

to paddy and the state’s policy of supplying free power for irrigation. It has encouraged 

farmers to grow long-duration water-guzzling varieties like Pusa-44 

 Creates pesticide resistance - When crops are infested by pests, farmers apply pesticides to kill 

these unwanted organisms. But some pests always manage to survive 

 Decreases biodiversity - Monocultures are based on eliminating biodiversity of plants or animals 

on a piece of land. 

Way Forward 

 Reducing acreage area for wheat and promoting cultivation of alternate crops like coarse grains in 

Punjab will lead to crop diversification in the region bringing in better soil resilience and added 

nutritional benefits to the locals. 

 Shifting Paddy cultivation to eastern and southern states, planting of only shorter-duration varieties 

of paddy crop which mature early without any effect on production, metering of electricity and 

direct seeding of paddy further address the issue of monoculture and depleting groundwater. 

 

2.2 PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDEX FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) for India’s manufacturing shows that pace of new orders 

slowed down while employment declined further. 

 PMI is an indicator of business activity in the manufacturing and services sectors. 

IN DETAIL 

Data Analysis: 

 India’s Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) fell to a three-month low of 56.3 in November from an 

over 12-year high of 58.9 in October. 

 In PMI parlance, a print above 50 means expansion, while a score below that denotes contraction. 

 Although India’s PMI is in the expansion zone, the ongoing rise in Covid cases in some states and 

uncertainty about regional lockdowns is denting confidence. 

 There were slower increases in factory orders, exports, buying levels and output. 

 Indian manufacturers are refraining from hiring. Employment fell in November as companies 

observed social distancing guidelines. 

Calculation of PMI: 

 It is a survey-based measure that asks the respondents about changes in their perception about key 

business variables as compared with the previous month. 

 The purpose of the PMI is to provide information about current and future business conditions to 

company decision-makers, analysts, and investors. 

 It is calculated separately for the manufacturing and services sectors and then a composite index 

is also constructed. 
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 The PMI is a number from 0 to 100. 

 PMI above 50 represents an expansion when compared to the previous month; 

 PMI under 50 represents a contraction, and 

 A reading at 50 indicates no change. 

If PMI of the previous month is higher than the PMI of the current month (as is the case mentioned above), 

it represents that the economy is contracting. 

Compilation: 

 PMI is compiled by IHS Markit for more than 40 economies worldwide. IHS Markit is a global leader 

in information, analytics and solutions for the major industries and markets that drive economies 

worldwide. 

 As the official data on industrial output, manufacturing and GDP growth comes much later, PMI 

helps to make informed decisions at an earlier stage. 

 It is different from the Index of Industrial Production (IIP), which also gauges the level of activity 

in the economy. 

 

2.3 SETLLIGN DUST ABOUT MINIMUM SUPPORT PRICE FOR CROPS AND NEW FARM LAWS 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 One of the major demands of protesting farmers has been that the government guarantee in writing 

the Minimum Support Price system, which assures them of a fixed price for their crops, 1.5 times 

of the cost of production. 

 Farmer Unions are protesting against the newly enacted three farm laws and the Electricity 

Amendment Bill 2020. 

IN BRIEF 

Minimum Support Price: 

 MSP is a “minimum price” for any crop that the government considers as remunerative for farmers 

and hence deserving of “support”. 

 It is also the price that government agencies pay whenever they procure the particular crop. 

 The Union Budget for 2018-19 had announced that MSP would be kept at levels of 1.5 the cost of 

production. 

MSP is given for the following crops: 

 The Commission for Agricultural Costs & Prices (CACP) recommends MSPs for 22 mandated crops 

and fair and remunerative price (FRP) for sugarcane. 

 CACP is an attached office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Government of India. 

 It came into existence in January 1965. 

 It is an advisory body whose recommendations are not binding on the Government. 

 The mandated crops include 14 crops of the kharif season, 6 rabi crops and 2 other commercial 

crops. 

 In addition, the MSPs of toria and de-husked coconut are fixed on the basis of the MSPs of 

rapeseed/mustard and copra, respectively. 

 The list of crops are as follows: 

 Cereals (7): Paddy, wheat, barley, jowar, bajra, maize and ragi, 

 Pulses (5): Gram, arhar/tur, moong, urad and lentil, 
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 Oilseeds (8): Groundnut, rapeseed/mustard, toria, soyabean, sunflower seed, sesamum, safflower 

seed and niger seed, 

 Raw cotton, Raw jute, Copra, De-husked coconut, and 

 Sugarcane (Fair and remunerative price). 

The CACP considered various factors while recommending the MSP for a commodity, including cost of 

cultivation. 

It also took into account the supply and demand situation for the commodity, market price trends 

(domestic and global) and parity vis-à-vis other crops, and implications for consumers (inflation), 

environment (soil and water use) and terms of trade between agriculture and non-agriculture sectors. 

Changes made by the 2018-19 budget: 

 Budget for 2018-19 announced that MSPs would henceforth be fixed at 1.5 times of the production 

costs for crops as a “predetermined principle”. 

 CACP’s job is now only to estimate production costs for a season and recommend the MSPs by 

applying the 1.5-times formula. 

Mechanism of arriving at Production Cost: 

 The CACP does not do any field-based cost estimates itself. 

 It makes projections using state-wise, crop-specific production cost estimates provided by the 

Directorate of Economics & Statistics in the Agriculture Ministry. 

 The latter are, however, generally available with a three-year lag. 

 The CACP projects three kinds of production cost for every crop, both at state and all-India average 

levels. 

‘A2’: Covers all paid-out costs directly incurred by the farmer in cash and kind on seeds, fertilisers, 

pesticides, hired labour, leased-in land, fuel, irrigation, etc. 

‘A2+FL’: Includes A2 plus an imputed value of unpaid family labour. 

‘C2’: It is a more comprehensive cost that factors in rentals and interest forgone on owned land and fixed 

capital assets, on top of A2+FL. 

Issues with the Pricing: 

 In the 2018-19 Budget Speech, the government did not specify the cost on which the 1.5-times 

formula was to be computed. 

 The CACP’s ‘Price Policy for Kharif Crops: The Marketing Season 2018-19’ report stated that its MSP 

recommendation was based on 1.5 times the A2+FL costs. 

 Farm activists demand that the 1.5-times MSP formula originally recommended by the National 

Commission for Farmers headed by agricultural scientist M S Swaminathan should be applied on the 

C2 costs. 

Government’s Stand: 

 CACP considers all costs in a comprehensive manner which is based on the methodology 

recommended by Expert Committees from time to time. 

 CACP considers both A2+FL and C2 costs while recommending MSP. 

CACP reckons only A2+FL cost for return. However, C2 costs are used by CACP primarily as benchmark 

reference costs. 
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2.4 LUCKNOW MUNICIPAL CORPORATION LAUNCHED MUNICIPAL BONDS 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, Rs. 200-crore worth Lucknow Municipal Corporation (LMC) bonds have been listed on the 

Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). 

 Lucknow becomes ninth city to raise municipal bonds, incentivised by the Ministry of Housing and 

Urban Affairs (Mohua) under Mission Amrut. 

 BSE is the oldest stock exchange in India as well as Asia. 

Municipal Bonds: 

 A municipal bond (muni) is a debt security issued by a state, municipality or county to finance its 

capital expenditures, including the construction of highways, bridges or schools. 

 Through muni bonds, a municipal corporation raises money from individuals or institutions and 

promises to pay a specified amount of interest and returns the principal amount on a specific 

maturity date. 

 These are mostly exempt from federal taxes and from most state and local taxes, making them 

especially attractive to people in high income tax brackets. 

History of Municipal Bonds Issuance in India: 

 Municipal bonds were first issued in India in 1997, five years after the 74th Constitutional 

Amendment decentralized urban local bodies and gave them autonomy; made them accountable to 

citizens, and reformed their finances enabling them to access capital markets and financial 

institutions. 

 Between 1997 and 2010, the city corporations of Bengaluru, Ahmedabad and Nashik experimented 

with bond issues but barely managed to raise Rs. 1,400 crore. 

 The poor investor response was due to the fact that these bonds were not tradable and lacked 

regulatory clarity. 

 Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI)’s detailed guidelines for the issue and listing of 

municipal bonds in March 2015, clarified their regulatory status and rendered them safer for 

investors. 

 In 2017, Pune Municipal Corporation had raised Rs. 200 crore through muni bonds at an interest of 

7.59% to finance its 24x7 water supply project. 

 The plan was to raise Rs. 2,264 crore in five years in what was then the biggest municipal bonds 

programme in the country. 

Significance of Municipal Bonds Market: 

 Municipal Bonds can help the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) to garner revenue to complete budgetary 

projects as property tax is the only major source of municipal revenue. 

 Growth of the municipal bond market is critical for India’s large cities and towns to upgrade their 

creaking infrastructure. 

 The ability of municipal bodies to be self-sustaining is also critical to the success of the Centre’s 

pet projects such as Smart Cities and Amrut. 

Benefits of Municipal Bonds for Investors: 

Transparency: 

 Municipal bonds that are issued to the public are rated by renowned agencies such as CRISIL, which 

allows investors transparency regarding the credibility of the investment option. 
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Tax benefits: 

 In India, municipal bonds are exempted from taxation if the investor conforms to certain stipulated 

rules. 

 In addition to such conformation, interest rates generated on such investment tools are also exempt 

from taxation policy. 

Minimal risk: 

 Municipal bonds are issued by municipal authorities, implying involvement of minimal risk with 

these securities. 

 Government bonds are usually viewed as low-risk investments, because the likelihood of a 

government defaulting on its loan payment tends to be low. 

Challenges: 

 Reduced investor trust and confidence: Weak financial position and poor governance and 

management of city agencies have limited their ability to issue bonds, and reduced investor trust 

and confidence. 

 No authentic financial data available: Investors have doubt over local bodies as there is no 

authentic financial data available. 

 Other Issues: Low accountability and autonomy of city agencies followed by lack of an enabling 

environment. 

WAY FORWARD 

 With the plight of the Covid-19, revenue generation and state finances have come to a virtual 

standstill, hampering the funding of ULBs.  

 However, under the Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan package, states are offered an increase in 

borrowing capacity, based on potential reform of the urban property tax regimen. 

 Still, most urban local bodies do not have the institutional agency to raise funds, systemise 

accounting, and put up bankable projects.  

 In order to address this, the reforms enlisted in the 15th Finance Commission (which makes it 

mandatory for urban local bodies to submit audited accounts by linking them to grant disbursement) 

must be implemented. 

Transparency within ULBs will increase their credit worthiness, thereby improving their prospects of 

floating Muni bonds, enabling them to contribute towards building resilient infrastructure under the 

Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan. 

 

2.4 PM-KISAN 

 

Context 

 Recently, the Prime Minister has virtually released the next instalment of financial benefit under 

Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KISAN). 

 Rs. 18000 crores have been deposited in the bank account of more than 9 crore farmers through 

Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT). 

 More than 1 lakh 10 thousand crore rupees have reached the account of farmers, since this scheme 

started in February 2019. 

 

MORE ABOUT PM KISAN 

 The Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi Yojana (PM-Kisan Yojana) is a central sector scheme for 

the families of farmers across the country. 
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 The scheme defines family as husband, wife and minor children. The scheme, which came into 

effect from December 1, 2018, provides Rs 2,000 each in three installments for every four months 

to the farmer families. 

 State Government and UT administration will identify the farmer families which are eligible for 

support as per scheme guidelines. 

 The fund will be directly transferred to the bank accounts of the beneficiaries. 

 

Objectives of Scheme 

 With a view to augment the income of the Small and Marginal Farmers (SMFs), the Government has 

launched a new Central Sector Scheme, namely, "Pradhan Mantri KIsan SAmman Nidhi (PM-KISAN)" 

in the current financial year. 

 The PM-KISAN scheme aims to supplement the financial needs of the SMFs in procuring various 

inputs to ensure proper crop health and appropriate yields, commensurate with the anticipated 

farm income at the end of the each crop cycle. 

 This would also protect them from falling in the clutches of moneylenders for meeting such 

expenses and ensure their continuance in the farming activities. 

 

Similar scheme by state govt 

 

Rythu Bandhu scheme 

 Rythu Bandhu scheme also Farmer's Investment Support Scheme (FISS) is a welfare program to 

support farmer’s investment for two crops a year by the Government of Telangana. 

 The government is providing 58.33 lakh farmers, ₹5000 per acre per season to support the farm 

investment, twice a year, for rabi(Yasangi) and kharif(Rainy) seasons. 

 This is a first direct farmer investment support scheme in India, where the cash is paid directly 

 Tenant farmers were excluded from the scheme to prevent legal disputes arising out of tenancy 

Give it Up! Option - the government and appealed to all rich farmers to give there name from beneficiaries 

of subsidies 

 

 

2.5 BI-MONTHLY POLICY OF RBI (DECEMBER 2020) 

 

WHY IN NEWS 

 Recently, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has left the repo 

rate unchanged and maintained an accommodative policy stance as it prioritised support for the 

economy's recovery over inflation amid the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 It has also announced various other liquidity management measures and steps to improve regulatory 

oversight of the financial system. 

 The MPC is a statutory and institutionalized framework under the RBI Act 1934, for maintaining 

price stability, while keeping in mind the objective of growth. It determines the policy interest 

rate (repo rate) required to achieve the inflation target (4%). 

HIGLIGHTS OF POLICY DECISIONS 

Repo Rate: 

 The MPC has kept the RBI’s key lending rate, the repo rate, steady at 4% and reverse repo rate at 

3.35%. 
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 The repo rate, also known as the policy rate, is the interest rate at which the RBI provides loans to 

banks. 

 The reverse repo is the rate at which commercial banks park their money with the central bank. 

 It has left key policy rates unchanged for the third time in a row in the wake of persistently high 

retail inflation, even as it pointed to the economy, which contracted in the last two quarters, 

showing signs of early recovery. 

 The central bank has slashed the repo rate by 115 basis points (bps) since late March to cushion the 

economy from the fallout of the Covid-19 and the resultant lockdowns. 

 Generally, a low repo rate translates into low cost loans for the general masses. 

GDP Projections: 

 The real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for FY 2020-21 has been projected at -7.5%. 

 Real GDP is an inflation-adjusted measure that reflects the value of all goods and services produced 

by an economy in a given year. 

 However, with the country gradually opening up after the lockdown and the improvement in activity 

in the second quarter, GDP is expected to expand by 0.1% in the December quarter and 0.7% in the 

March quarter. 

 GDP growth contracted by 23.9% in the Q1 of 2020 compared to the same period (April-June) in 

2019. 

Inflation: 

 Inflation still remains a concern for policymakers as the supply-side bottlenecks had fuelled 

inflation and large margins were being charged to the consumer. 

 Cost push pressure or cost push inflation continue to impinge on core inflation, which has not 

changed much and could firm up as economic activity normalises and demand picks up. 

 Cost-push Inflation: Spurt in production prices of certain commodities also causes inflation as the 

price of the final product increases. 

 Core Inflation: It excludes volatile goods from the basket of commodities tracking Headline 

Inflation. These volatile commodities mainly comprise food and beverages (including vegetables) 

and fuel and light (crude oil). 

 RBI projected retail inflation to average 6.8% in Q3, before moderating to 5.8% in Q4 and 5.2% to 

4.6% in the first half of the fiscal year 2021-22, with risks broadly balanced. 

 This constrains monetary policy at the current juncture from using the space available to act in 

support of growth. At the same time, the signs of recovery are far from being broad-based and are 

dependent on sustained policy support. 

 Consumer Price Inflation (CPI) at a six-year high of 7.6% in October, which is well above its medium 

target level of 4% within a band of plus/minus 2%. 

Accommodative Stance: 

 The MPC had decided to continue with the accommodative stance as long as necessary, at least 

during the current financial year and into the next financial year, to revive growth on a durable 

basis and mitigate the impact of Covid-19 on the economy. 

Risk-based Internal Audit Norms: 

 RBI has announced the introduction of risk-based internal audit norms for large Urban Cooperative 

Banks (UCBs) and Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs), as part of measures aimed at 

improving governance and assurance functions at supervised entities. 

 The RBI also moved to harmonise the guidelines on the appointment of statutory auditors for 

commercial banks, UCBs and NBFCs in order to improve the quality of financial reporting. 
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 It had been decided to put in place transparent criteria for the declaration of dividends by different 

categories of NBFCs. 

 With a view to deepening financial markets, regional rural banks would be allowed to access the 

Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) and Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) of the RBI, as also the 

call/notice money market. 

 LAF is a tool used in monetary policy by the RBI, that allows banks to borrow money through 

repurchase agreements (repos) or for banks to make loans to the RBI through reverse repo 

agreements. 

 MSF is a window for scheduled banks to borrow overnight from the RBI in an emergency situation 

when interbank liquidity dries up completely. Under interbank lending, banks lend funds to one 

another for a specified term. 

Digital Payment Security Controls Directions: 

 To significantly improve the ecosystem of digital payment channels with robust security and 

convenience for users, the RBI has proposed to issue Digital Payment Security Controls directions 

for the regulated entities. 

 These directions will contain requirements for robust governance, implementation and monitoring 

of certain minimum standards on common security controls for channels like Internet and mobile 

banking and card payments. 

Targeted Long-Term Repo Operations: 

 RBI has decided to bring the 26 stressed sectors identified by the Kamath Committee within the 

ambit of sectors eligible under on tap Targeted Long-Term Repo Operations (TLTRO), providing 

more liquidity to the slowdown-hit economy. 

 The RBI had announced the TLTRO on Tap scheme in October 2020, which will be available up to 

31st March 2021. 

 Accordingly, it was decided to conduct on tap TLTRO with tenors of up to three years for a total 

amount of up to Rs. 1 lakh crore at a floating rate linked to the policy repo rate with flexibility to 

enhance the amount and period after a review of the response to the scheme. 

 Under TLTRO, banks can invest in specific sectors through debt instruments like corporate bonds, 

commercial papers and non-convertible debentures (NCDs) to push the credit flow in the economy. 

 As part of the Aatmanirbhar Bharat Package 3.0, the Centre launched the Emergency Credit Line 

Guarantee Scheme 2.0 (ECLGS 2.0). 

 Under it, the corpus of Rs. 3 lakh crore of existing ECLGS 1.0 was extended to provide 100% 

guaranteed collateral-free additional credit to entities in 26 stressed sectors identified by the 

Kamath panel. 

According to the RBI, banks are encouraged to synergise the two schemes by availing funds from RBI under 

on tap TLTRO and seek guarantee under ECLGS 2.0 to provide credit support to stressed sectors. 

 

 

2.6 NORTH EASTERN REGION POWER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 

 

Context 

 The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, chaired by Prime Minister, has approved the Revised 
Cost Estimate (RCE) of North Eastern Region Power System Improvement Project (NERPSIP) at an 
estimated cost of Rs. 6,700 crores.   

 This is a major step towards economic development of North Eastern Region through strengthening 
of Intra - State Transmission and Distribution systems. 

 
More About North Eastern Region Power System Improvement Project (NERPSIP). 
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 The Scheme was initially approved in December 2014 as a Central Sector Plan Scheme of Ministry 
of Power and is being funded with the assistance of World Bank fund and by the Government of 
India through the Budget support of Ministry of Power on 50:50 basis (World Bank: Gol)’ 

 The scheme is being implemented through POWERGRID, a Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) under 
Ministry of Power in association with six beneficiary North Eastern States namely, Assam, 
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, and Tripura and is targeted to be commissioned by 
December 2021. After commissioning, the project will be owned and maintained by the respective 
North Eastern State Utilities. 

 The main objective of the project is Government commitment for the total economic development 
of North Eastern Region and to strengthen the Intra-State Transmission & Distribution 
Infrastructure in the North East Region. 

 Implementation of this scheme will create a reliable power grid and improve NER States' 
connectivity to the upcoming load centers, and thus extend the benefits of the grid connected 
power to all categories of consumers of beneficiaries in North Eastern Region. 

 The scheme shall also increase the per capita power consumption of these States, and shall 
contribute to the total economic development of the North-Eastern Region. 

 Implementing agencies are hiring a considerable number of local manpower during their 
construction works, generating a lot of employment for skilled and unskilled manpower of 
North-Eastern Region. 

 Further after completion, additional manpower will be required for Operation & Maintenance of 
these newly created assets as per standard norms, generating considerable additional employment 
opportunities for North Eastern Region States. 

 
 

2.7 INDIA IS ON CURRENCY MONITORING LIST OF USA 

 

Context 

 Recently, The U.S. Treasury labeled Switzerland and Vietnam as currency manipulators and added 

three new names to a watch list of countries it suspects of taking measures to devalue their 

currencies against the dollar. This includes India as currency manipulator watch list. 

More about News 

 Currency Manipulators: 

o This is a label given by the US government to countries it feels are engaging in “unfair 

currency practices” by deliberately devaluing their currency against the dollar.  

o The practice would mean that the country in question is artificially lowering the value of its 

currency to gain an unfair advantage over others. This is because the devaluation would 

reduce the cost of exports from that country and artificially show a reduction in trade 

deficits as a result. 

 Manipulator Watch List: 

o The US Department of Treasury releases the semi-annual report where it has to track 

developments in international economies and inspect foreign exchange rates. 

o Criteria: An economy meeting two of the three criteria in the Trad e Facilitation and Trade 

Enforcement Act of 2015 is placed on the Watch List. This includes: 

 A “significant” bilateral trade surplus with the US — one that is at least $20 billion 

over a 12-month period. 

 A material current account surplus equivalent to at least 2 percent of gross domestic 

product (GDP) over a 12-month period. 
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“Persistent”, one-sided intervention — when net purchases of foreign currency totalling at least 2 percent 

of the country’s GDP over a 12-month period are conducted repeatedly, in at least six out of 12 months. 

 India has been put on 

the monitoring list 

because it meets two of 

the three criteria. As 

per the USDT report, 

India had a trade surplus 

with the US worth $22 

billion. And India's net 

purchases of foreign 

exchange were 2.4 per 

cent of GDP-over the 

four quarters through June 2020. 

 Implications of addition in US Monitoring List 

o Once on the Monitoring List, an economy will remain there for two consecutive reports. 

Being designated as a currency manipulator may have repercussions on the reputation of a 

country in the financial market. 

 

2.8 INVESTMENT IN GAS INFRASTRUCTURE 

 

Context 

 India is investing over USD 60 billion in developing a gas supply and distribution infrastructure as it 

chases the target of more than doubling the share of natural gas in its energy base to 15 per cent 

by 2030 

More about Investment 

 Proposed Infrastructure Plan 

o It includes pipelines, LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) terminals and CGD (City Gas 

Distribution) networks. 

o It has been envisaged to develop additional about 14,300 km pipelines to complete the 

National Gas Grid and are at various stages of development. 

 National Gas Grid (NGG) was conceptualized in 2000, India has built more than 16,000 

km of gas network. 

 It includes Pradhan Mantri Urja Ganga Project which seeks to cater to the energy 

requirements of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha and West Bengal. 

 National Gas Grid intends to create a network of pipeline infrastructure to connect 

gas sources to major demand centers 

 It also aimed at removing regional imbalance in access to natural gas. 

o The government has further planned to have 1,000 LNG fuel stations across the country. 

o Coverage of CGD projects is being expanded to 232 geographical areas spread over 400 

districts, with potential to cover about 53% of the country’s geography and 70% of 

population. 
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Government Initiatives for gas economy 

 Natural Gas Marketing Reforms: Recently, the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) has 

approved the Policy framework on reforms in the exploration and licensing sector for enhancing 

domestic exploration and production of oil and gas. 

 Indian Gas Exchange: India’s first automated national-level gas trading platform was unveiled in 

June 2020, to promote and sustain an efficient and robust gas market and foster gas trading in the 

country 

 Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana: It aimed to provide free cooking gas connections to poor families. 

 Gas4India Campaign: It is a multimedia, multi-event campaign to communicate to people, the 

national, social, economic and ecological benefits of using natural gas as the fuel. 

 Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy (HELP): It is a contractual and fiscal model for 

award of hydrocarbon acreages towards exploration and production (E&P). It provides a single, or 

uniform, license for the exploration and production of all conventional and unconventional 

hydrocarbons from an entire contract area. 

 Promotion to Compressed Natural Gas based Public Transport. 

 Transnational Gas Pipelines 

o Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline. 

o Middle East to India Deepwater Pipeline 

Advantages of natural gas 

 Natural gas is abundant-  If consumption remained at present levels, the International Energy 

Agency (IEA) estimates there are enough recoverable resources to last around 230 years. 

 It is versatile-  A gas-fired power station takes much less time to start and stop than a coal-

fired plant. This flexibility makes it a good partner to renewable sources of energy such as solar 

and wind, which are only available when the sun shines and the wind blows.   

 Gas is the cleanest-burning hydrocarbon, producing around half the carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

just one tenth of the air pollutants of coal when burnt to generate electricity. There is enormous 

potential to reduce near-term CO2 emissions and air pollution by using gas instead of coal. 

 Gas is now so widely available through LNG, that it can help countries deal with short-term 

supply disruptions. After the Fukushima disaster, Japan shut down its nuclear reactors and 

relied on LNG to make up much of its lost electricity supply. 

 In some cases, it is cheaper to produce gas than coal. The most efficient gas-fired plant has 

investment costs of $1,100 per kilowatt, according to the IEA, compared with $3,700 for the 

most efficient coal-fired plant.  

 Gas-fired power becomes more competitive again when long-term costs associated with 

climate change and the impact of air pollution, both on people and the environment, are 

included. 

 Gas also has a growing number of uses, including the use of LNG as a lower-emission alternative 

to diesel and heavy fuel oil in transport. 

 

Challenges to Gas economy 

 

Policy Issues 

 Enabling efficient usage of gas / Infrastructure status to gas piplelines -  In order to provide 

adequate support to the development of natural gas market and encourage investment in the 

natural gas infrastructure in India, policy level initiatives would be required to allow gas to trade 

freely in the market where suppliers, large consumers, traders etc. could all participate 

 Strategic Storage  -  The share of natural gas in the primary energy mix of India is expected to go 

beyond 20% by 2030 increasing, as a result, the importance of natural gas in the context of energy 

security. Therefore, it is imperative that a comprehensive policy initiative be directed at exploring 

the option of maintaining strategic storage/buffer stock post 2020. 
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 Evaluate alternatives to the present differential tax regime - Natural gas attracts differential tax 

treatment in different states within India which restricts free movement and swaps across 

geographies. Therefore, it is important to evaluate alternatives to the present differential tax 

regime for natural gas so that free movement and swapping of gas gets facilitated across India. 

 Capacity building (resources) to help development of natural gas infrastructure - Capacity 

building for the development of natural gas infrastructure, through development of training 

institutes for skilled and semi-skilled workers, is an area that requires policy focus 

 Long term gas tie ups - in order to increase the consumption of natural gas in the country on a 

sustained basis, long term reliable supply arrangements/tie ups would be needed in addition to 

augmenting domestic energy resource base. 

 

Regulatory Issues 

 Unbundling of Transportation and Marketing of natural gas - Unbundling of the activities of 

transportation and marketing of natural gas has yet to happen in the country. The unbundling of 

these two activities prevents cross subsidies between the two activities and creates a level playing 

field for all shippers, avoiding favours by transporters to its supply affiliate.  

 Review of mechanism of infrastructure Development - For development of any infrastructure the 

developers need to be given assurance of reasonable returns, sustainable for a timeframe which 

helps them to achieve funding 

 HUBs/Spot markets - For the development of liquid trading HUBs in India, it is important to address 

the issue of transparency associated with trading at such platforms. 

 

Way Forward  

 Need for aggressive policy-driven actions including mandates to phase out old coal-consuming 

plants.  

 Imposing environmental taxation or carbon prices.  

 Progressing in energy market reforms.  

 Reduce the dominance of polluting and carbon-intensive fuels  

 Scaling up the gas share require policy effort from the government on both energy supply and 

demand sides. 

 

2.9 CAIRN WINS ARBITRATION RULING AGAINST INDIA IN TAX DISPUTE 

 

Context 

 The Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague has ruled that the Indian government was wrong 

in applying retrospective tax on Cairn. In its ruling, the international arbitration court said that 

Indian government must pay roughly Rs 8,000 crore in damages to Cairn. 

 

More about Case 

 

Background 

 

 Like Vodafone, this dispute between the Indian government and Cairn also relates to retrospective 

taxation. 

 In 2006-07, as a part of internal rearrangement, Cairn UK transferred shares of Cairn India Holdings 

to Cairn India. The Income Tax authorities then contented that Cairn UK had made capital gains 

and slapped it with a tax demand of Rs 24,500 crore. 

 Owing to different interpretations of capital gains, the company refused to pay the tax, which 

prompted cases being filed at the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) and the High Court. 
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 While Cairn had lost the case at ITAT, a case on the valuation of capital gains is still pending 

before the Delhi High court. 

 In 2011, Cairn Energy sold majority of its 

India business, Cairn India, to mining 

conglomerate Vedanta. Cairn UK was however 

not allowed to sell a minor stake of about 10 

per cent by the income tax authorities. 

Authorities had also siezed Cairn India 

shares as well as dividends that the company 

paid to its parent UK firm. 

 In 2012, Indian government’s budget 

retrospectively amended the tax code, 

giving itself the power to go after mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A) deals all the way back to 

1962 if the underlying asset was in India. 

 In 2015, Cairn Energy Plc commenced 

international arbitration proceedings against 

the Indian government. 

 

Ruling of arbitration court 

 The Indian government must pay roughly Rs. 

8,000 crore in damages to Cairn. 

 In its judgment, the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration at The Hague said Cairn Tax Issue 

was not just a tax related issue but an 

investment related dispute, and therefore 

under the jurisdiction of the international 

arbitration court. 

 Akin to the ruling in the Vodafone arbitration case, the PCA at The Hague has once again ruled that 

the Indian government’s retrospective demand was “in breach of the guarantee of fair and 

equitable treatment” 

 It has noted that Cairn UK’s argument that the demand on them was made after the Vodafone 

retrospective tax demand, which has since been set aside by Indian courts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is retrospective taxation? 

 As the name suggests, retrospective 

taxation allows a country to pass a rule on 

taxing certain products, items or services 

and deals and charge companies from a 

time behind the date on which the law is 

passed. 

 Countries use this route to correct any 

anomalies in their taxation policies that 

have, in the past, allowed companies to 

take advantage of such loopholes. While 

governments often use a retrospective 

amendment to taxation laws to “clarify” 

existing laws, it ends up hurting 

companies that had knowingly or 

unknowingly interpreted the tax rules 

differently. 

 Apart from India, many countries 

including the US, the UK, the Netherlands, 

Canada, Belgium, Australia and Italy have 

retrospectively taxed companies, which 

had taken the benefit of loopholes in the 

previous law. 
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3.1 U.S. IMPOSES CAATSA SANCTIONS ON TURKEY FOR S-400 PURCHASE 

 

CONTEXT 

 The U.S. has imposed sanctions on NATO-ally Turkey for its purchase of Russia’s S-400 missile 

defence system. The issue of sanctions under Section 231 of the Countering America’s Adversaries 

Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) for purchase of Russian arms is of particular interest to New Delhi, 

which is also in the process of buying the S-400 from Moscow. 

More about CAATSA  

 Countering America’s Adversaries through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) was passed unanimously by the 

US Congress and signed reluctantly by US President Donald Trump. 

 Enacted on August 2, 2017, its core objective is to counter Iran, Russia and North Korea through 

punitive measures. 

 The Act primarily deals with sanctions on Russian interests such as its oil and gas industry, defence 

and security sector, and financial institutions, in the backdrop of its military intervention in Ukraine 

and its alleged meddling in the 2016 US Presidential elections. 

 As part the Act, the US State Department has notified 39 Russian entities, dealings with which 

could make third parties liable to sanctions. These include almost all of the major Russian 

companies/entities such as Rosoboronexport, Almaz-Antey, Sukhoi Aviation, Russian Aircraft 

Corporation MiG etc. 

 However, mere naming of 39 Russian entities by the US authorities or dealings by any country 

with these entities does not automatically lead to the imposition of sanctions under the CAATSA 

provisions. The key determinant for imposing sanctions is “significant transaction” between the 

named Russian entity and an outside agency. 

Impact on Indian defence sector 

 Following the US elections and allegations of Russian meddling – some call it collusion – in the US 

elections, the strain between Washington and Moscow has reached a new level. 

 Angry with Moscow’s actions around the world, US lawmakers are hoping to hit Russia where it hurts 

most, its defense and energy business, through CAATSA. 

 As per the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) Arms Transfer Database, during 

the period 2010-17, Russia was the top arms supplier to India. 

 The Russian share in India’s arms imports during the same period has declined to 68 per cent, from 

an all-time high of 74 per cent during the 2000s, whereas the combined share of the US and Israel 

has increased from nine to 19 per cent. 

 Most of India’s weapons are of Soviet/Russian origin – nuclear submarine INS Chakra, the Kilo-

class conventional submarine, the supersonic Brahmos cruise missile, the MiG 21/27/29 and Su-30 

MKI fighters, IL-76/78 transport planes, T-72 and T-90 tanks, Mi-series of helicopters, and 

Vikramaditya aircraft carrier. 

 Exemption for India 

o CAATSA impacts Indo-US ties and dents the image of the US as a reliable partner. At a 

time when the US is projecting India as a key partner in its Indo-Pacific strategy, with the 

US National Security Strategy 2017 explicitly supporting New Delhi’s vital role in this regard. 

3. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
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o US Congressional committee has proposed waivers for India from stringent sanctions under 

Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA). This is directed against 

those doing business with Russia’s defence industry. 

o This exemption means that growing defence and security cooperation that prompted India 

to sign a logistics pact with the US, the US designating India as a Major Defence Partner, 

and both countries coming together on Indo-Pacific strategy, the newly formed Quad, are 

on a stable footing. 

 India hopes that Washington understands New Delhi’s security imperatives, especially with a 

hostile China along the border. his is more important since Indian and Chinese soldiers have been 

in a face-off situation for more than six months now, with no resolution in sight. 

 US administration does not want to make a decision that “degrades the defence capabilities” of 

India which is its ‘Major Defence Partner’. 

How do these new sanctions on Turkey complicate the issue? 

 Turkey purchase of the S-400s and its refusal to reverse its decision, despite repeated pleas from 

Washington, left the United States with no other choice. 

 Turkey condemned the sanctions as a “grave mistake” and urged Washington to revise its “unjust 

decision”. It said sanctions would inevitably harm mutual relations and threatened unspecified 

retaliatory steps. 

 Washington had sought a solution but Ankara rejected all offers. The sanctions, near the end of 

Trump’s presidency are likely to weigh on Turkey’s ties with Democrat Joe Biden’s administration 

when he takes over as president next month. 

Way Forward for India 

 How the Biden administration acts will also be reflective of how much it appreciates and 

understands India’s concerns on China, and whether it is going to support New Delhi against a 

belligerent Beijing. It could well turn out to be the litmus test. 

 

 

 

 

3.2 UN COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS REMOVED CANNABIS FROM DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES 

LIST 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, the United Nations (UN) Commission on Narcotic Drugs (CND), at its 63rd session, has 

taken a number of decisions, leading to changes in the way cannabis (Marijuana or Hemp) is 

internationally regulated, including its reclassification out of the most dangerous category of drugs. 

BACKGROUND: 

 In January 2019, the World Health Organisation (WHO) made six recommendations related to the 

scheduling of cannabis in UN treaties, including the deletion of cannabis and cannabis resin from 

Schedule IV of the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961. 

 Schedule IV is the category of drugs that are considered to have "particularly dangerous properties" 

in comparison to other drugs. 

 The proposals were to be placed before the CND’s session in March 2019, but members voted to 

postpone the vote, requesting more time. 
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Global Decision: 

 Older Status: The CND decision will remove cannabis from Schedule IV, where it was listed alongside 

deadly, addictive opioids, including heroin. 

 Current Status: Now, both cannabis and cannabis resin will remain on Schedule I, which includes 

the least dangerous category of substances. 

 Countries in Favour: 27 of the CND’s 53 Member States, including India, the USA and most European 

nations, voted in favour of the motion. 

 Countries not in Favour: 25 countries, including China, Pakistan, and Russia, were not in favour and 

there was one abstention, Ukraine. 

Significance: 

 Since the Convention was enforced in 1961, cannabis had been subject to the strictest control 

schedules, which even discouraged its use for medical purposes. 

 The reclassification of cannabis, although significant, would not immediately change its status 

worldwide as long as individual countries continue with existing regulations. 

 However, it will impact this process, as many nations follow the lead of international protocols 

while legislating in their respective nations. 

 With this historic vote, the CND has opened the door to recognizing the medicinal and therapeutic 

potential of cannabis. 

India’s Stand and Regulations: 

 India has voted with the majority to remove cannabis and cannabis resin from the list of most 

dangerous substances in the Convention. 

 Under India’s Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act 1985, the production, 

manufacture, possession, sale, purchase, transport, and use of cannabis is a punishable offence. 

 The Act was enacted in 1985 which succeeded the Dangerous Drugs Act 1930. 

 The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) is vested with the power to charge individuals in cases related 

to the illegal use and supply of narcotics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cannabis 

 According to the WHO, cannabis is a generic term used to denote the several psychoactive 

preparations of the plant Cannabis sativa. 

 According to the NDPS Act “cannabis plant” means any plant of the genus cannabis. 

 ‘Charas’ is the separated resin extracted from the cannabis plant.  

 The NDPS Act covers separated raisin, in whatever form, whether crude or purified, obtained 

from the cannabis plant and also includes concentrated preparation and resin known as 

hashish oil or liquid hashish. 

 The Act defines ‘ganja’ as the flowering or fruiting tops of the cannabis plant but it clearly 

excludes the seeds and leaves. 

 The Act illegalises any mixture with or without any neutral material, of any of the two forms 

of cannabis, charas and ganja, or any drink prepared from it. 

 The legislature left seeds and leaves of the cannabis plant out of the ambit of the Act, 

because the serrated leaves of the plant have negligible THC content. 

 ‘Bhang’, which is commonly consumed during festivals like Holi, is a paste made out of the 

leaves of the cannabis plant, and is hence not outlawed. 

 The NDPS Act does not permit the recreational use of cannabis in India. 
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3.3 INDIA-BANGLADESH 

 

Context 

 Recently, India and Bangladesh have held a virtual summit covering comprehensive discussions 
on all aspects of bilateral relations and exchanged views on regional and international issues. 

 Bangladesh also invited India for the celebration of 50th anniversary of Bangladesh’s 
Independence in 1971 and 50 years of India-Bangladesh diplomatic relations, to be held in March 
2021. 

 
Background 
Challenges in India Bangladesh relations 

 Teesta river issue and river disputes - Of the 57 transboundary rivers, Bangladesh shares 54 of 
them with India. Teesta is the 4th largest river in Bangladesh (after Ganga, Bramhaputra and 
Meghna). Bangladesh has been consistently demanding 50% share of the water. 

 Chinese initiatives in Bangladesh - China is financing 25 energy projects, in Bangladesh including 
1320-Megawatt power plant.  

o China has extended its support to build Bangladesh Second Nuclear power plant. 
o Highway and rail network connecting Bangladesh througMyanmar to Yunnan province. 
o Bangabandhu-1 First communication satellite of Bangladesh was negotiated and financed 

through help of Chinese government.  
 Rise of radicalisation in 

Bangladesh - The vulnerability 
of Bangladesh as a centre of 
terror is not new. Since 9/11, 
the vulnerability of Bangladesh 
to terror attacks has increased 
manifold. There is growing Al-
Qaeda and ISIS presence in 
Bangladesh. The implications of 
all this are very severe for India. 

 Illegal immigrants: Since the 
1971 war of independence that 
created the state of Bangladesh, millions of Bangladeshi immigrants (the vast majority of them 
illegal) have poured into India. This is changing the demography of northeastern states which is 
causing unrest. 

 Rohingya crisis: There are almost 11 lakh Rohingyas refugees living in Bangladesh. While India has 
supplied humanitarian aid to Bangladesh under 'Operation Insaniyat' for the Rohingya crisis but 
Bangladesh expects India to put pressure on Myanmar for repatriation of over a million of Rohingyas. 

 Border Management: The IndoBangladesh border is of porous nature which provides pathway for 
smuggling, trafficking in arms, drugs and people. 

 
 
Significance of Bangladesh for India 
Geopolitical 

 Connecting North East India: Each of seven north eastern states is land-locked and has shorter 
route to the sea through Bangladesh. Transit agreement with Bangladesh will spur the socio-
economic development of North-East India. 

 Bridge to Southeast Asia: Bangladesh is a natural pillar of Act East policy. It can act as a ‘bridge’ 
to economic and political linkages with South East Asia and beyond. Dhaka’s support in BIMSTEC 
and BBIN initiatives complement Delhi’s Southeast Asia outreach. 

 Strengthening South Asia as a regional power: by leveraging on organizations such as the South 
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) for promoting cooperation among its member 
nations to economic growth and securing strategic interests. 
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 Securing sea lanes of communication: Bangladesh is a major country in the Indian ocean rim and 
strategically placed nearby important sea lanes. As South East Indian ocean is becoming hotbed of 
piracy, Bangladesh can play significant role in containing the same.  

 Fighting terrorism and deradicalization: Both the countries are very vulnerable to the propaganda 
of religion based radical outfits thus they could 
cooperate in deradicalization efforts, sharing 
intelligence, and other counter-terrorism efforts.  

 To contain insurgency in North-East: A friendly 
Bangladesh can ensure that no anti-India terror or 
insurgent activities can be carried out from its soil. 

 Balancing China: A neutral Bangladesh would ensure 
containment of an assertive China in this region, and 
help in countering it's string of pearls policy. 

Economic importance 

 Bilateral trade: Currently, the volume of bilateral trade 
between India and Bangladesh is about $9 billion while 
the trade potential is at least four times the present 
level. 

 Investment opportunities: There are huge opportunities 
for investment in defense, such as in military hardware, 
space technology; infrastructural development, and 
other areas. 

 Cooperation in blue economy: such as exploration of 
hydrocarbons, deep-sea fishing, preservation of marine 
ecology and disaster management 

 
Trade Partnership for 
Growth: 
 

 The Duty-Free and 
Quota Free access 
given to Bangladeshi 
exports to India 
under South Asian 
Free Trade Area 
(SAFTA) since 
2011. 

 Emphasized on 
addressing issues of 
non-tariff barriers 
and trade 
facilitation 
including port 
restrictions, 
procedural 
bottlenecks and 
quarantine 
restrictions so that 
both countries can take full advantage of SAFTA flexibility. 

 Directed the officials to expeditiously conclude the ongoing joint study on the prospects of entering 
into a bilateral Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA). 

 
 
 
 

TEESTA RIVER 

 Teesta river is a tributary of the 

Brahmaputra (known as Jamuna in 

Bangladesh), flowing through India 

and Bangladesh. 

 It originates in the Himalayas near 

Chunthang, Sikkim and flows to the 

south through West Bengal before 

entering Bangladesh. 

 Originally, the river continued 

southward to empty directly into 

the Padma River (main channel of 

Ganga in Bangladesh) but around 

1787 the river changed its course to 

flow eastward to join the Jamuna 

river. 
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Connectivity for Prosperity: 

 Jointly inaugurated the newly restored railway link between Haldibari (India) and Chilahati 
(Bangladesh) and noted that this rail link will further strengthen trade and people to people ties 
between the two sides. 

 Welcomed the signing of the second addendum to the Protocol on Inland Water Transit and Trade 
(PIWTT). 

 Agreed to an early operationalization of the Bangladesh-Bhutan-India-Nepal (BBIN) initiative Motor 
Vehicles Agreement through the expeditious signing of the Enabling MoU for Bangladesh, India and 
Nepal to commence the movement of goods and passengers, with provision for Bhutan to join at a 
later date. 

 Bangladesh expressed keen interest in the ongoing India Myanmar Thailand trilateral highway 
project and sought the support of India for enabling Bangladesh to connect with this project. 

 Satisfaction on commencement of a temporary Air Travel Bubble to facilitate the urgent 
requirements of travellers on both sides. 

 
Cooperation in Water Resources, Power and Energy: 
 

 Bangladesh highlighted the need for early signing of an interim agreement for sharing of the 
Teesta waters, as agreed upon by both the governments in 2011. 

 Underscored the need for early conclusion of Framework of Interim Agreement on sharing of 
waters of six joint rivers, namely, Manu, Muhuri, Khowai, Gumti, Dharla and Dudhkumar. 

 Recalled the positive contribution of the Joint Rivers Commission (JRC) and looked forward to the 
next round of Secretarial level JRC meeting at the earliest. 

 Agreed to expedite implementation of projects including India-Bangladesh Friendship Pipeline, 
Maitree Super Thermal Power Project as well as other projects. 

 Welcomed the signing of the Framework of Understanding on Cooperation in the Hydrocarbon Sector 
which would further augment energy linkages by streamlining investments, technology transfer, 
joint studies, training and promoting hydrocarbon connectivity. 

 Agreed to enhance cooperation in energy efficiency and clean energy, including in biofuels. 

 Forcibly Displaced Persons from the Rakhine State of Myanmar (Rohingya): 

 India appreciated the generosity of Bangladesh in sheltering and providing humanitarian assistance 
to the 1.1 million forcibly displaced persons from the Rakhine State of Myanmar, in the Rohingya 
Crisis. 

 
Partners in the Region and the World: 
 

 India thanked Bangladesh for supporting India in its election to the United Nations Security 
Council. 

 Both countries agreed to continue working together towards achieving early reforms of the UN 
Security Council, combating climate change, attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) and protection of the rights of migrants. 

 Highlighted that regional organisations such as the South Asian Association for Regional 
Cooperation (SAARC) and the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic 
Cooperation (BIMSTEC) have an important role to play. 

 Bangladesh will assume chairmanship of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) in 2021 and 
requested the support of India for working towards greater maritime safety and security. 

 Bangladesh appreciated the work of the New Development Bank and thanked India for inviting 
Bangladesh to join the institution. 

 
Way forward 

 India should implement Neighbourhood First policy of prioritizing support to its smaller neighbors 
to gain their confidence especially given China's presence. 

 India should leverage the shared culture-history and economic complementarities and build people 
to people relationships to build strong relationship between two nations. 

 It should also proactively resolve the outstanding issues like Teesta water treaty 
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3.4 INDIA-VIETMAN RELATIONS 

 

Context 

 Prime Minister of the Republic of India and Prime Minister of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam co-

chaired a Virtual Summit during which they exchanged views on wide-ranging bilateral, regional 

and global issues and set forth the following Joint Vision for Peace, Prosperity and People to guide 

the future development of India - Vietnam Comprehensive Strategic Partnership. 

 

Background 

 India Vietnam Relations India and Vietnam have enjoyed close ties based on their shared history of 

fighting against colonial rule. In addition, there is a deep cultural connection between the two as 

well. 

 Strategic - Vietnam is also an important partner in Southeast Asia and is currently the country 

coordinator for India with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) regional bloc. 

 Defense and Security- India has been training the Vietnamese military in operating its Russian-

built Kilo-class submarines and SU-30 fighter jets.  

o After the signing of the MoU on Defense Cooperation by the two Defense Ministers in 

November 2009, the relations have grown from strength to strength.  

o Vietnam called on India to play a more proactive role in Southeast Asia while India on the 

other hand reiterated the importance of international law, especially the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), in settling the South China Sea issue 

 Oil diplomacy - Vietnam privatised their oil and gas sector in 1988. Since then, India’s ONGC Videsh 

Limited (OVL) has been undertaking oil cooperation with Vietnam. To facilitate deeper oil 

cooperation, India’s OVL has set up a joint venture with Petro Vietnam primarily for oil exploration. 

 In terms of Multilateral Cooperation, apart from ASEAN, India and Vietnam closely cooperate in 

other regional forums such as the East Asia Summit, Mekong Ganga Cooperation, Asia Europe 

Meeting besides the UN and WTO. 

 

Vietnam’s Importance for India  

 Act East Policy- Vietnam is an important element of India’s Act East Policy, which aims to re-

invigorate its historical ties with countries in Southeast and East Asia. Also, as a member of ASEAN, 

it is an important enabler for India’s growing trade and investment ties with the rest of Southeast 

Asia  

 Physical Connectivity- With the election of a civilian government in Myanmar, there are ample 

opportunities for closer connectivity between India and Vietnam via Myanmar and existing transit 

routes in Cambodia and Laos.  

 Energy Cooperation- India’s growing economy needs energy resources and Vietnam has rich 

hydrocarbon reserves. India’s state-owned Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) has been 

searching for oil in disputed waters off Vietnam, though China objected to this. 

 

 

Way Forward 

 

 Vietnam is a key pillar of India’s Act East policy and there is a scope for further cooperation 

between the countries. 

 The close relationship between the two countries is significant for the maintenance of strategic 

balance in South East Asia which is witnessing aggressive Chinese activities. 
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 Both Countries need to leverage the economic opportunities available because of anti-China 

sentiments and several manufacturing firms deciding to shift from China. 

 Keeping in mind the strategic challenges in the Indo-Pacific region, primarily those posed by China, 

India and Vietnam should work in close coordination at multilateral institutions such as the UN 

Security Council, where both India and Vietnam are elected to be non-permanent members in 2021. 
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4.1 WORLD METEOROLICAL ORGANIZATION RELEASED STATE OF GLOBAL CLIMATE REPORT 

2020 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 According to the latest State of the Global Climate provisional report by the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO), the year 2020 is set to be among the three warmest on record. Also, the 

decade 2011-2020 would be the warmest ever. 

 The final report will be published in March 2021. The State of the Global Climate report is published 

annually to keep a track of global warming. 

 WMO is one of the specialized agencies of the United Nations (UN). 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Rise in Global Temperature: 

 The global mean surface temperature for January-October 2020 was 1.2 degree Celsius higher than 

the pre-industrial baseline (1850-1900). 

 There is at least a one in five chance of it temporarily exceeding 1.5 °C by 2024. 

 The Paris Agreement central aim is to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate 

change by keeping a global temperature rise this century well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-

industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees 

Celsius. 

 2020 will be one of the three hottest, just behind 2016 and 2019. 

 The record heat in 2020 has been despite near-La Niña conditions prevailing in the equatorial Pacific 

Ocean since August and moderate La Niña conditions prevailing since October. 

 The La Niña phase of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon generally has a cooling 

effect on many parts of the world. 

High Temperature over Ocean Surfaces: 

 80% of ocean areas have experienced at least one marine heat wave (MHW) so far in 2020. 

 Heat wave is a period of prolonged abnormally high surface temperatures relative to those normally 

expected. 

 At the time of MHW, the average temperature of the ocean surface (up to a depth of 300 feet or 

more) rises by 5-7°C above normal. 

 MHWs can be caused by locally formed heat fluxes between the atmosphere and the ocean or due 

to large-scale drivers of the Earth’s climate like the ENSO. 

 There were also much more strong MHWs (43%) over the oceans in 2020 than moderate ones (28%). 

 Global sea-level rise was also similar to 2019 value.This was mainly due to the increased melting 

of the ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica. 

 Reasons: Scientific evidence indicates increasing temperatures are a direct result of human-led 

global warming which is an impact of the emission of greenhouse gases (GHG). 

 After record GHG levels of 2019, there has been a slight dip this year due to measures taken by 

many countries to fight the ongoing novel coronavirus disease (Covid-19 pandemic). 

 However, data from specific locations, including Mauna Loa (Hawaii) and Cape Grim (Tasmania) 

indicate that levels of Carbon dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4) and Nitrogen dioxide (N2O) continued 

to increase in 2020. 

 

4. ENVIRONMENT 
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Consequences of Global Warming in 2020: 

 Extreme weather events such as tropical cyclones, floods, heavy rainfall and droughts impacted 

many parts of the world and cases of wildfire have also increased this year. 

 Atlantic Hurricane Season: The season witnessed 30 named storms from June to November which 

is the highest number ever recorded. 

 Heavy Rains: There was heavy rainfall and flooding in many parts of Asia and Africa. 

 Droughts: South America experienced severe droughts with northern Argentina, Paraguay and 

western areas of Brazil being some of the worst affected. 

 Sea-level rise: Melting of ice resulted in sea level rise which is an existential concern for the small 

island nations. 

 A significant sea-level rise by the end of the century will mean that these countries will drown in 

the oceans and their respective populations will be homeless. 

 Population Movements: The climate and weather events have triggered significant population 

movements and have severely affected vulnerable people on the move, including in the Pacific 

region and Central America. 

 Agricultural Losses: Brazil alone recorded agricultural losses of 3 billion American dollars. 

 Loss of Human lives, Property and Livelihoods: The most affected were the Sahel and Greater Horn 

regions of Africa and China, India, Korea and Japan regions of Asia. 

WAY FORWARD 

 Environmental ethics should take precedence over other issues like national and strategic interest 

or economic interest. 

 Oil, gas and coal production must fall six percent a year in order to limit catastrophic global 

warming, as per the UN's annual Production Gap assessment, which measures the difference 

between the Paris goals and countries' fossil fuel production plans. 

There needs an enhanced commitment from nations more than their pledged INDCs (Intended Nationally 

Determined Contributions) under the Paris Agreement. However, it must not be used to pressurize 

developing countries to ramp up their global warming mitigation targets. 

 

 

4.2 IUCN ON GREAT BARRIER REEF AND IT’s DETERIORATION 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has highlighted that Australia’s 

Great Barrier Reef is in a critical state and deteriorating as climate change warms up the waters in 

which it lies. 

ABOUT Great Barrier Reef: 

 It is the world’s most extensive and spectacular coral reef ecosystem composed of over 2,900 

individual reefs and 900 islands. 

 The reef is located in the Coral Sea (North-East Coast), off the coast of Queensland, Australia. 

 It can be seen from outer space and is the world’s biggest single structure made by living organisms. 

 This reef structure is composed of and built by billions of tiny organisms, known as coral polyps. 

 They are made up of genetically identical organisms called polyps, which are tiny, soft-bodied 

organisms. At their base is a hard, protective limestone skeleton called a calicle, which forms the 

structure of coral reefs. 

 These polyps have microscopic algae called zooxanthellae living within their tissues. The corals and 

algae have a mutualistic (symbiotic) relationship. 
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 It was selected as a World Heritage Site in 1981. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Concern: 

 Coral along large swathes of the 2,300-kilometre reef have been killed by rising sea temperatures 

linked to climate change, leaving behind skeletal remains in a process known as coral bleaching. 

 When corals face stress by changes in conditions such as temperature, light, or nutrients, they 

expel the symbiotic algae zooxanthellae living in their tissues, causing them to turn completely 

white. This phenomenon is called coral bleaching. 

 Corals can recover if the stress-caused bleaching is not severe. 

 Coral bleaching has occurred in the Caribbean, Indian, and Pacific oceans on a regular basis. 

 In August 2019, Australia downgraded its long-term outlook to "Very Poor" for the first time and 

there are high chances that it will be considered for the List of World Heritage in Danger. 

 The List is designed to inform the international community of conditions which threaten the very 

characteristics for which a property was inscribed on the World Heritage List. 

 It also encourages corrective action. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IUCN 

International Union for Conservation of Nature 

 It is a membership union uniquely composed of both government and civil society 

organisations. 

 Created in 1948, it is the global authority on the status of the natural world and 

the measures needed to safeguard it. 

 It is headquartered in Switzerland. 

 The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species, is the world's most comprehensive 

inventory of the global conservation status of plant and animal species 
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4.3 SATKOSIA TOGER RESERVE 

Context 

 Recently, the National Tiger Conservation Authority has asked Odisha to submit a status report on 

the adverse impact of tourism on Satkosia Tiger Reserve. 

 

More about Tiger Reserve 

 Satkosia Tiger Reserve is a tiger reserve located in the Angul district of Odisha, India covering an 

area of 988.30 km 

 Satkosia Tiger Reserve was designated in 2007, and comprises the Satkosia Gorge Wildlife 

Sanctuary and the adjacent Baisipalli Wildlife Sanctuary. 

 is located where the Mahanadi River passes through a 22 km long gorge in the Eastern Ghats 

mountains. 

 Mammals found include the leopard, indian wild dog or the (dhole), wild boars , striped hyena, 

sloth bear, leopard cat and the jungle cat. The major herbivores include the Asian elephant which 

is found in large numbers and can often be seen crossing rivers. 

 Tigers are currently not here. The National Tiger Conservation Authority(NTCA), which had 

approved the transfer of six tigers from the wild of Madhya Pradesh's Kanha National Park to 

Satkosia Tiger Reserve in Odisha, has suspended the tiger translocation project pending a 

detailed review 

 The decision was taken after the first big cat, a male Royal Bengal tiger that had been translocated 

from Kanha tiger reserve in MP to Satkosia in Angul in June this year, was found dead in core area 

of the forest Currently, the translocation program has been suspended. 

 

4.4 PARTICIPATORY GUARANTEE SYSYTEM: LAKSHADWEEP DECLARED AN ORGANIC UNION 

TERRITORY 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Entire Lakshadweep group of islands has been declared as an organic agricultural area under the 

Participatory Guarantee System (PGS) of India. 

Participatory Guarantee System 

 PGS is a process of certifying organic products, which ensures that their production takes place in 

accordance with laid-down quality standards. 

 The certification is in the form of a documented logo or a statement. 

 It is implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare. 

 It is only for farmers or communities that can organise and perform as a group within a village or a 

cluster of contiguous villages, and is applicable only to farm activities such as crop production, 

processing, and livestock rearing, and off-farm processing “by PGS farmers of their direct 

products”. 

About: 

 Lakshadweep is the first Union Territory to become 100% organic as all farming is carried out 

without the use of synthetic fertilisers and pesticides, providing access to safer food choices and 

making agriculture a more environmentally-friendly activity. 

 Earlier in 2016, Sikkim became India’s first “100 percent organic” State. 

 The entire 32 square kilometre geographical land area of the UT was declared as organic after 

receiving required certifications and declarations under Centre’s Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana 

(organic farming improvement programme). 
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Background: 

 Earlier, the UT administration had imposed a formal uniform ban on sale, use and entry of synthetic 

chemicals for agriculture purposes from October 2017 onwards to make the islands a chemical-free 

zone. 

Benefits: 

 Better marketing of organic products such as desiccated coconut and coconut milk. 

 The organic tag will allow farmers to realize a premium for the farm produce. 

 The island’s coconut farmers are also expected to benefit from the Union government’s ‘One 

District One Product’ programme of food processing. 

 Under it the entire island is being considered as a single district and coconut oil has been identified 

as the product. 

Cropping Pattern: 

 Coconut is the only major crop on the islands and remains idle for six months. 

 The coconut processing industry works only for about six months. The period between May and 

December sees the industry come to a standstill. 

 The island administration plans to introduce dryers and other machinery to utilise the nuts even 

during this standstill period. 

Organic Farming 

 According to FSSAI, ’organic farming’ is a system of farm design and management to create an 

ecosystem of agriculture production without the use of synthetic external inputs such as chemical 

fertilisers, pesticides and synthetic hormones or genetically modified organisms. 

Various Government Initiatives to promote Organic Farming: 

Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY): 

 The scheme promotes cluster based organic farming with certification. Cluster formation, training, 

certification and marketing are supported under the scheme. 

Mission Organic Value Chain Development for North Eastern Region (MOVCDNER): 

 The scheme promotes 3rd party certified organic farming of niche crops of the north east region 

through Farmers Producer organizations (FPOs) with focus on exports. 

Capital investment Subsidy Scheme (CISS) under Soil Health Management Scheme: 

 100% assistance is provided to State Government/Government agencies for setting up of 

mechanized fruit/vegetable market waste/agro waste compost production unit. 

National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil Palm (NMOOP): 

 Financial assistance@ 50% subsidy to the tune of Rs. 300/ha is being provided for different 

components including bio-fertilizers. 

National Food Security Mission (NFSM): 

 Financial assistance is provided for promotion of Bio-Fertilizer. 
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4.5 REVISED HEIGHT ON MOUNT EVEREST 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Nepal and China have announced the revised height of Mount Everest as 8,848.86 metres. The new 

height is 86 cm more than the previous measurement. 

Key Points 

 The new height of 8,848.86 meters replaced the long-associated 8,848 metre-height, which was, 

as per a measurement carried out by the Survey of India in 1954. 

 The common declaration meant that the two countries have shed their long-standing difference in 

opinion about the mountain’s height — 8,844 m claimed by China and 8,847 m by Nepal. 

 Resolving the three-metre difference, attributed to China calculating the “rock height” underneath 

the snow and Nepal using the “snow height” which included the snowcap, was the aim of a joint 

project. 

 Everest is also known as Sagarmatha in Nepal and Mount Qomolangma in China. 

 The mountain lies on the border between Nepal and Tibet and the summit can be accessed from 

both sides. 

Related Information: 

 It gets its English name from Sir George Everest, a colonial-era geographer who served as the 

Surveyor General of India in the mid-19th century. 

 It was first scaled in 1953 by the Indian-Nepalese Tenzing Norgay and New Zealander Edmund 

Hillary. 

First Survey of Everest: 

 The first effort was carried out in 1847 by a team led by Andrew Waugh, Surveyor General of India. 

 The survey was based on trigonometric calculations and is known as the Great Trigonometric Survey 

of India. 

 The team discovered that ‘Peak 15’ (as Mount Everest was referred to then) was the highest 

mountain, contrary to the then-prevailing belief that Mount Kanchenjunga (8,582 m and the 3rd 

highest peak in the world now) was the highest peak in the world. 

 Mount K2, at 8,611 metres above sea level, is the second highest mountain in the world. 

 

 

 

Lakshadweep 

 India’s smallest Union Territory, Lakshadweep is an archipelago consisting of 36 islands with an 

area of 32 sq km. 

There are three main group of islands: 

 Amindivi Islands 

 Laccadive Islands 

 Minicoy Island 

 Amindivi Islands are the northernmost while the Minicoy Island is the southernmost. 

 All are tiny islands of coral origin (Atoll) and are surrounded by fringing reefs. 

 The Capital is Kavaratti and it is also the principal town of the UT. 
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4.6 EMISSIONS GAP REPORT 2020: UNEP 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)’s Emissions Gap Report 2020 has been published 

recently. 

 The annual report from UNEP measures the gap between anticipated emissions and levels consistent 

with the Paris Agreement goals of limiting global warming this century to well below 2°C and 

pursuing 1.5°C. 

Analysis for the year 2019: 

Record high GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions: 

 Global GHG emissions continued to grow for the third consecutive year in 2019, reaching a record 

high of 52.4 Gigatonne carbon equivalent (GtCO2e) without including land use changes (LUC). 

 There is some indication that the growth in global GHG emissions is slowing. 

 However, GHG emissions are declining in Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) economies and increasing in non-OECD economies. 

Record carbon emission: 

 Fossil carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (from fossil fuels and carbonates) dominate total GHG 

emissions. 

 Fossil CO2 emissions reached a record 38.0 GtCO2 in 2019. 

Forest fires increasing GHG emissions: 

 Since 2010, global GHG emissions have grown 1.4% per year on average, with a more rapid increase 

of 2.6% in 2019 due to a large increase in vegetation forest fires. 

G20 countries account for bulk of emissions: 

 Over the last decade, the top four emitters (China, the United States of America, EU27+UK and 

India) have contributed to 55% of the total GHG emissions without LUC. 

 The top seven emitters (including the Russian Federation, Japan and international transport) have 

contributed to 65%, with G20 members accounting for 78%. 

 The ranking of countries changes when considering per capita emissions. 

On consumption-based emissions: 

 There is a general tendency that rich countries have higher consumption-based emissions (emissions 

allocated to the country where goods are purchased and consumed, rather than where they are 

produced) than territorial-based emissions, as they typically have cleaner production, relatively 

more services and more imports of primary and secondary products. 

 Both emission types have declined at similar rates. 

Impact of the Pandemic: 

 Emissions Level: CO2 emissions could decrease by about 7% in 2020 compared with 2019 emission 

levels, with a smaller drop expected in GHG emissions as non-CO2 is likely to be less affected. 

 The resulting atmospheric concentrations of GHGs such as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) 

continued to increase in both 2019 and 2020. 
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Sector reporting the lowest dip in emission due to pandemic: 

 The biggest changes have occurred in transport, as restrictions were targeted to limit mobility, 

though reductions have also occurred in other sectors. 

Issues and Possible Solutions: 

 The world is still heading for a temperature rise in excess of 3°C this century. 

 The levels of ambition in the Paris Agreement still must be roughly tripled for the 2°C pathway and 

increased at least fivefold for the 1.5°C Pathway. 

 Rise of 3°C in global temperatures could cause catastrophic weather-related events around the 

world. 

 UN Experts believe the way to avoid it is encourage green recovery for countries facing Covid-

induced economic slumps. 

 A green recovery involves investment in zero emissions tech and infrastructure, reducing fossil fuel 

subsidies, stopping new coal plants, and promoting nature-based solutions, according to the UN. 

 Such actions could cut 25% of predicted emissions by 2030, and gives the planet a 66% chance of 

keeping warming below the 2°mark that the Paris pact had set as a long term goal. 

United Nations Environment Programme 

 The UNEP is a leading global environmental authority established on 5th june 1972. 

 Functions: It sets the global environmental agenda, promotes the sustainable development within 

the United Nations system, and serves as an authoritative advocate for global environment 

protection. 

 Major Reports: Emission Gap Report, Global Environment Outlook, Frontiers, Invest into Healthy 

Planet. 

 Major Campaigns: Beat Pollution, UN75, World Environment Day, Wild for Life. 

 Headquarters: Nairobi, Kenya. 

 

4.7 CCPI: CLIMATE CHANGE PERFORMANCE INDEX 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 India ranked 10th in Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI) 2021. 

 India, for the second time in a row, continued to remain in the top 10. 

 Last year, India had been ranked at the ninth position. 

About Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI): 

Published by:  

 Germanwatch, the New Climate Institute and the Climate Action Network annually since 2005. 

Scope:  

 It is an independent monitoring tool for tracking the climate protection performance of 57 countries 

and the European Union. 

 These countries together generate 90%+ of global greenhouse gas emissions. 

Aim:  

 It aims to enhance transparency in international climate politics and enables comparison of climate 

protection efforts and progress made by individual countries. 
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Criteria:  

 The CCPI looks at four categories, with 14 indicators: Greenhouse Gas Emissions (40% of the overall 

score), Renewable Energy (20%), Energy Use (20%), and Climate Policy (20%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCPI 2021: 

 Top three ranks were empty as no country had met the criteria to get placed high enough on the 

index. 

 Only two G20 nations, the United Kingdom and India are among the high rankers in CCPI 2021, which 

covers the year 2020. 

 Six other G20 nations including the USA, Canada, South Korea, Russia, Australia and Saudi Arabia 

are ranked at the bottom of the index. 

 This is the second time in a row that the USA (ranked last), which is the largest historical polluter, 

is ranked at the bottom. 

 China, which is the biggest current emitter of greenhouse gases, is ranked at the 33rd position on 

the CCPI 2021 report. 

India’s Performance: 

 Overall Performance: India ranked 10th and scored 63.98 points out of 100. 

 Renewable Energy: India has been ranked at 27th out of 57 countries under the category this time. 

Last year, the country was ranked at 26th. 

 In September 2019, at the United Nations Climate Action Summit, India announced increasing the 

renewable energy target to 450 GW by 2030 from 175 GW by 2022. 

 In its Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC), India has pledged to increase the share 

of non-fossil fuels-based electricity to 40% by 2030. 
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 Emissions: Per capita emissions stayed at a comparatively low level. India was ranked 12th. 

 BS-VI Emission Norms: India moved to BS-VI Emission Norms to control the emissions from the 

automobiles. 

 Climate Policy: India’s performance was rated as medium (13th). 

NAPCC 

 The National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) was launched in 2008 which aims at creating 

awareness among the representatives of the public, different agencies of the government, 

scientists, and the industry on the threat posed by climate change and the steps to counter it. 

 Energy Use: India was ranked High (10th) under this category. 

 The country has not only established a comprehensive policy for energy efficiency – National Mission 

for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE), but has also executed successful demand side 

management programmes for consumers and municipal corporations to achieve overall energy 

savings while gradually mitigating the impact of climate change. 

 NMEEE is a part of NAPCC. 

Suggestion for India: 

 India's climate change mitigation strategy should include post-Covid-19 recovery plans, according 

to the report.  

These include reducing fossil fuel subsidies, phasing out coal, better coordination between the central and 

state governments and raising self-sufficiency by domestic manufacturing in the renewable sector. 

 

 

 

 

4.8 FIVE YEARS OF PARIS AGREEMENT 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, India has reiterated her commitment to the Paris Climate Accord, prior to the Climate 

Ambition Summit which will start from 12th December 2020 at Glasgow, Scotland. 

 The Climate Ambition Summit 2020 will mark the fifth anniversary of the Paris Agreement, and will 

provide a platform for government and non-governmental leaders to demonstrate their 

commitment to the Paris Agreement and the multilateral process. 

Climate Ambition Summit 2020: 

 Objective: To set out new and ambitious commitments under the three pillars of the Paris 

Agreement that are mitigation, adaptation and finance commitments. 

 Scope: The Summit will provide a meaningful platform for businesses, cities and other non-state 

actors who are rallying together and collaborating to support governments and accelerate the 

systemic change required to reduce emissions and build resilience. 

 Hosted By: The United Nations, United Kingdom and France in partnership with Chile and Italy. 

History of Emissions: 

 As the most abundant Greenhouse Gas (GHG) in our atmosphere, carbon dioxide (CO2) has become 

a direct proxy for measuring climate change. Its levels have varied widely over the course of the 

Earth’s 4.54 billion year history. 

 Historically it’s the developed countries that have been major contributors to carbon emissions. 
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Historical Emissions: 

 The United States (US) has the highest historical emissions at 25%, followed by the European Union 

(EU) at 22% and China at 13%. 

 India has a low carbon emission contribution of only 3%. 

Paris Climate Accord 

 Legal status: It is a legally binding international treaty on climate change. 

 Adoption: It was adopted by 196 countries at Conference of the Parties COP 21 in Paris in December 

2015. 

 Goal: To limit global warming to well below 2° Celsius, and preferably limit it to 1.5° Celsius, 

compared to pre-industrial levels. 

 Objective: To achieve the long-term temperature goal, countries aim to reach global peaking of 

greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible to achieve a climate-neutral world by mid-century. 

Current Status of Global Emissions: 

 Five years after the Paris agreement, all states have submitted their national contributions to 

mitigate and adapt to climate change. 

 The contributions are radically insufficient to reach the well below 2 degrees Celsius limit and are 

even further from the 1.5 degrees Celsius temperature limit identified in the Paris Agreement. 

 Besides India, only Bhutan, the Philippines, Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Morocco and Gambia were 

complying with the accord. 

 China has the highest GHG emissions (30%) while the US contributes 13.5% and the EU 8.7%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

India's Current Emissions: 

 A United Nations report released earlier this year stated that India’s per capita emissions are 

actually 60% lower than the global average. 

 The emissions in the country grew 1.4% in 2019, much lower than its average of 3.3% per year over 

the last decade. 
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Some of the Measures taken by India to Control Emissions: 

 Bharat Stage (BS) VI norms: These are emission control standards put in place by the government 

to keep a check on air pollution. 

 National Solar Mission: It is a major initiative of the Government of India and State Governments 

to promote ecologically sustainable growth while addressing India's energy security challenge. 

 National Wind-Solar Hybrid Policy 2018: The main objective of the policy is to provide a 

framework for promotion of large grid connected wind-solar photovoltaic (PV) hybrid systems for 

optimal and efficient utilization of wind and solar resources, transmission infrastructure and land. 

 All these and many other initiatives helped India in cutting CO2 emissions by 164 million kg. 

Issues in Achieving the Pledged Targets: 

 Most of the Nations have been slow to update their national contributions for reducing emissions 

for 2025-2030, however several have announced net zero emission targets in the recent past. 

 Net zero emission means that all man-made greenhouse gas emissions must be removed from the 

atmosphere through reduction measures, thus reducing the Earth’s net climate balance. 

 The net zero targets are subject to credibility, accountability and fairness checks. 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 1.5 degrees Celsius Report indicated that to stay 

within a reasonable chance of achieving 1.5 degrees Celsius, global CO2 emissions have to fall by 45% from 

the 2010 levels by 2030 but current national contributions are not on track for such a fall. 

Accountability: There is limited or no accountability for the long-term net zero goals and short-term 

national contributions as: 

 Many net zero goals have not yet been embedded in national contributions and long-term strategies 

under the Paris Agreement. 

 In any case, accountability under the Paris Agreement is limited. States are not obliged to achieve 

their self-selected targets.  

 There is no mechanism to review the adequacy of individual contributions. States are only asked to 

provide justifications for the fairness and ambition of their targets. 

 The transparency framework does not contain a robust review function, and the compliance 

committee is facilitative and limited to ensuring compliance with a short list of binding procedural 

obligations. 

Fairness: Issues of fairness and justice, both between and within generations, are unavoidable: 

 There is no mechanism to check that whether the net zero targets, and pathways to net zero are 

fair or how much are states doing in comparison to others and relative to how much they should. 

WAY FORWARD 

 To achieve this long-term temperature goal, countries should aim to reach global peaking of 

greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible to achieve a climate-neutral world by mid-century. 

 Net zero pledges need to be credible, accountable and fair to get us to a stable climate. Not all 

states will be in a position to pledge net zero targets, nor should they be expected to. All states, 

including India, can, however, pledge actions that are credible, accountable and fair. 

 Credible short-term commitments, with a clear pathway to medium-term decarbonisation, that 

take into account the multiple challenges states face, such as on air pollution, and development, 

might well be the more defensible choice for some. 
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4.9 FIREFLY FOR GREAT INDIAN BUSTARD 

 

Context 

 The Ministry of Environment Forest and Climate 

Change (MoEFCC) along with the Wildlife 

Conservation Society (WCS) India has come up with 

a unique initiative a “firefly bird diverter” for 

overhead power lines in areas where Great Indian 

Bustard (GIB) populations are found in the wild. 

 

More about news 

 Firefly bird diverters are flaps installed on power 

lines. They work as reflectors for bird species like 

the GIB. Birds can spot them from a distance of 

about 50 meters and change their path of flight to 

avoid collision with power lines. 

 Smaller birds can change their direction but for 

larger bird species, it is difficult because of their 

body weight and other factors. 

 Since great Indian bustards are heavy birds with 

limited frontal vision, they find it difficult to 

change their course of flight swiftly even if they 

spot a live wire. 

 The diverters are called fireflies because they look 

like fireflies from a distance, shining on power lines 

in the night. 

 

 

 

4.10 COAL BASED POWER PLANT AND EMMISSION CONTROL 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, in a webinar by think-tank Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), experts discussed 

the measures to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) footprints of India’s coal-based power sector. 

 Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) is a public interest research and advocacy organisation 

based in New Delhi. 

 CSE researches into, lobbies for and communicates the urgency of development that is both 

sustainable and equitable. 

Power Generation in India: 

 India mainly uses three types of thermal power plants- Coal, Gas and Liquid-fuel based. 

 The electricity generated by these plants adds up to 62.2% of the total power generation in the 

country. 

 Emissions from coal-based Power Sector: 

 India’s coal-based thermal power sector is one of the country’s biggest emitters of CO2. 

 It emits 1.1 giga-tonne of CO2 every year; this is 2.5% of global GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions, 

one-third of India’s GHG emissions, and around 50% of India’s fuel-related CO2 emissions. 

 

GREAT INDIAN BUSTARD (GIB) 

 It is one of the heaviest flying birds in 

the world. 

 Bustards generally favour flat open 

landscapes with minimal visual 

obstruction and disturbance, therefore 

adapt well in grasslands. 

 Its population is confined mostly to 

Rajasthan and Gujarat. Small 

populations occur in Maharashtra, 

Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. 

 Protection Status: 

o International Union for 

Conservation of Nature status: 

Critically Endangered 

o Convention on International Trade 

in Endangered Species of Wild 

Fauna and Flora (CITES): Appendix1 

o Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972: 

Schedule 1 
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Policies Needed to Reduce Emissions: 

Improving fleet technology and efficiency, renovating and modernising: 

 India has one of the youngest coal-based thermal plants in the world, with around 64% of the 

capacity (132 GW) less than a decade old. 

 The government’s renovation and modernisation policies need to play a key role in maintaining the 

efficiency of this fleet. 

Planning for the Old Capacity: 

 In 2015, over 34 GW capacity in India was more than 25 years old, and 60% of it was highly 

inefficient. 

 Increasing India’s renewable electricity generation can help further the cause to accelerate the 

retirement of old and inefficient plants. 

Propagating Biomass Co-firing: 

 Biomass co-firing stands for adding biomass as a partial substitute fuel in high efficiency coal 

boilers. 

 Coal and biomass are combusted together in boilers that have been designed to burn coal. For this 

purpose, the existing coal power plant has to be partly reconstructed and retrofitted. 

 Co-firing is an option to convert biomass to electricity, in an efficient and clean way, and to reduce 

GHG emissions of the power plant. 

 Biomass co-firing is a globally accepted cost-effective method for decarbonising a coal fleet. 

 Decarbonising means reducing carbon intensity, i.e. reducing the emissions per unit of electricity 

generated (often given in grams of carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour). 

 India is a country where biomass is usually burnt on the field which reflects apathy towards resolving 

the problem of clean coal using a very simple solution that is readily available. 
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Investing in Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS): 

 Globally, carbon capture and storage has struggled to pick up and India’s prospects appear to be 

dim at least until 2030. 

 Businesses should invest in indigenous research and development to bring down the costs of CCS. 

Coal Beneficiation: 

 Coal Beneficiation is a process by which the quality of raw coal is improved by either reducing the 

extraneous matter that gets extracted along with the mined coal or reducing the associated ash or 

both. 

Other Initiatives to Reduce Emissions: 

 India shifted from Bharat Stage-IV (BS-IV) to Bharat Stage-VI (BS-VI) emission norms from 1st April 

2020 which was earlier to be adopted by 2024. 

 It has distributed more than 360 million LED bulbs under the UJALA scheme, which has led to energy 

saving of about 47 billion units of electricity per year and reduction of 38 million tonnes of CO2 per 

year. 

 International Solar Alliance: It is an Indian initiative conceived as a coalition of solar-resource-rich 

countries (which lie either completely or partly between the tropic of Cancer and the tropic of 

Capricorn) to address their special energy needs. 

 The National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) was launched in 2008 which aims at creating 

awareness among the representatives of the public, different agencies of the government, 

scientists, industry and the communities on the threat posed by climate change and the steps to 

counter it. 

WAY FORWARD 

 We need an energy transformation through which we would realise the co-benefits of local and 

global emission reduction. We also need the right to energy for all, as energy poverty and inequity 

is not acceptable. 

 Diversified energy mix is what India needs to focus on, no doubt solar and wind have a lot of 

potential, Hydrogen would also be a game changer in Indian energy transition space. 
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4.11NATIONAL HYDROLOGY PROJECT 

 

Context 

 Recently, the Union Minister of Jal Shakti has reviewed the progress made under the National 

Hydrology Project (NHP) in its mid-term. 

About National Hydrology Project 

 The NHP will help in gathering Hydro-meteorological 

data which will be stored and analysed on a real time basis 

and can be seamlessly accessed by any user at the 

State/District/village level.  The project envisages to 

cover the entire country. 

 The components of the proposal are: 
o In Situ Hydromet Monitoring System and Hydromet 

Data Acq  uisition System. 
o Setting up of National Water Informatics Centre 

(NWIC). 
o Water Resources Operation and Management 

System 
o Water Resources Institutions and Capacity Building 

 Benefits of National Hydrology Project 
o Data storage, exchange, analysis and dissemination through National Water Informatics 

Centre. 
o Lead time in flood forecast from 1 day to at least 3 days 
o Mapping of flood inundation areas for use by the disaster management authorities 
o Assessment of surface and ground water resources in a river basin for better planning & 

allocation for PMKSY and other schemes of Govt. of India. 
o Reservoir operations through   seasonal yield   forecast, drought management. 
o Fulfilling the objectives of Digital India. 
o People Centric approach:  The programme envisages ultimate aim for water management 

through scientific data collection, dissemination of information on water availability in all 
blocks of the country and establishing of National Water Information Centre.  The automated 
systems for Flood Forecasting is aimed to reduce water disaster ultimately helping 
vulnerable population.  It is people and farmer centric programme as information on water 
can help in predicting water availability and help farmers to plan their crops and other farm 
related activities. 

Mid-term Review: 

 The NHP has been termed as a project of National importance since it establishes a nationwide 
‘Nodal’ ‘one point’ platform for all states to collaborate and share data pertaining to water 
resources. 

 Under the NHP, a nationwide repository of water resources data, National Water Informatics Centre 
(NWIC) has been established. 

 NHP is focusing on establishment of Real Time Data Acquisition System (RTDAS) on pan India basis, 
which would complement the manual data acquisition stations and would lay a strong foundation 
for informed decision making for better water resources management. 

 Through the NHP, the management of water resources shall witness a sea change since it will adopt 
an integrated approach and make use of cutting edge technology. 

 Concerns: 
o Collecting data from scattered agencies posed a major bottleneck in effective water 

resource management and also a stumbling block in important policy level decision making. 
o The lackadaisical approach and lack of interest shown by previous Governments has resulted 

in unavailability of reliable historic data. 
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4.12 YOUNG CHAMPIONS OF THE EARTH BY UN 

 

 
Context 

 A 29-year-old Indian entrepreneur Vidyut Mohan is among the seven winners of the prestigious 
“Young Champions of the Earth” 2020 prize given by the UN environment agency to global change-
makers using innovative ideas and ambitious action to help solve some of the world’s most pressing 
environmental challenges. 

 
MORE ABOUT NEWS 
 

 Vidyut Mohan, an engineer, is the co-founder of 
“Takachar”, a social enterprise enabling farmers to 
prevent open burning of their waste farm residues 
and earn extra income by converting them into 
value-added chemicals like activated carbon on-
site. 

 Introduced in 2017, Young Champions of the Earth 
aims to celebrate and support individuals aged 
between 18 and 30 who have outstanding potential 
to create a positive environmental impact. 

 In 2020, seven Young Champions of the Earth will be 
selected from each global region: Africa, Europe, 
Latin America and the Caribbean, North America, 
West Asia and two from Asia and the Pacific. 

 

 

4.13 E20 FUEL 

 

Context 

 The Ministry of Road Transport and Highways has published a draft notification seeking comments 
from the public for adoption of E20 fuel, i.e, blend of 20% of ethanol with gasoline, as an 
automotive fuel and for the adoption of mass emission standards for this fuel. 

 The notification facilitates the development of E20 compliant vehicles. 
 
 
More about E20 Fuel 

 E20 fuel is a blend of 20% of ethanol with gasoline. 

 The current permissible level of blending is 10% of ethanol, though India reached only 5.6% of 
blending in 2019. 

 
Advantages of bioethanol 
 

 Less fossil carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions compared to conventional fuels. 

 High Octane number allowing spark-ignition engines to run more efficiently. 

 Lower particulate emissions. 

 Lower benzene and 1-3 butadiene unregulated emissions; benzene levels decrease as the ethanol 

concentration in gasoline increases. 

 Less ozone forming potential than gasoline and diesel. 

 No sulphur content. 

 Biodegradable. 

 Less toxic than methanol or biomethanol. 

UNITED NATION ENVIRONMENT 

PROGRAM 

 Major Reports: Emission Gap 

Report, Global Environment 

Outlook, Frontiers, Invest into 

Healthy Planet. 

 Major Campaigns: Beat Pollution, 

UN75, World Environment Day, 

Wild for Life. 
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 Dedicated and flexible fuelled vehicles with spark- ignition engines fuelled with bioethanol have 

been shown to have higher energy efficiency than their equivalent gasoline engines. 

 It will help reduce the oil import bill, thereby saving foreign exchange and boosting energy 

security. 

Initiatives to Promote Biofuels: 
 

 Ethanol Blended Petrol (EBP) programme: To extract the fuel from surplus quantities of food 

grains such as maize, jawar, bajra fruit and vegetable waste. 

 Pradhan Mantri JI-VAN Yojana, 2019: The objective of the scheme is to create an ecosystem for 

setting up commercial projects and to boost research and development in the 2G Ethanol sector. 

 GOBAR (Galvanizing Organic Bio-Agro Resources) DHAN scheme, 2018: It focuses on managing 

and converting cattle dung and solid waste in farms to useful compost,biogas and bio-CNG, thus 

keeping villages clean and increasing the income of rural households. 

o It was launched under Swachh Bharat Mission (Gramin). 

 Repurpose Used Cooking Oil (RUCO): It was launched by the Food Safety and Standards Authority 

of India (FSSAI) and aims for an ecosystem that will enable the collection and conversion of used 

cooking oil to biodiesel. 

 National Policy on Biofuels, 2018: 

o The Policy categorises biofuels as "Basic Biofuels" to enable extension of appropriate 

financial and fiscal incentives under three categories: 

 First Generation (1G) ethanol & biodiesel and "Advanced Biofuels". 

 Second Generation (2G) ethanol, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) to drop-in fuels. 

 Third Generation (3G) biofuels, bio-CNG etc. 

o It expands the scope of raw material for ethanol production by allowing use of sugarcane 

juice, sugar containing materials like sugar beet, sweet sorghum, starch containing 

materials like corn, cassava, damaged food grains like wheat, broken rice, rotten potatoes, 

unfit for human consumption, for ethanol production. 

o The Policy allows use of surplus food grains for production of ethanol for blending with 

petrol with the approval of National Biofuel Coordination Committee. 

o With a thrust on Advanced Biofuels, the Policy indicates a viability gap funding scheme for 

2G ethanol Bio refineries of Rs. 5000 crore in 6 years in addition to additional tax incentives, 

higher purchase price as compared to 1G biofuels. 

 

 

4.14 NGT PANEL FOR PROTECTION OF MAHANADI FLOOD PLAIN 

 

Context 

 A committee constituted by the National Green Tribunal (NGT) has warned that encroachments in 

the floodplain area of Mahanadi river in Odisha. 

 the National Green Tribunal has formed a panel of experts from the Central Water Commission, 

National Institute of Hydrology and state and central pollution control board for laying down norms 

to ensure that the construction of the medical college and river front development takes place 

without damage to the flood plains of the river. 
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More about news 

 In January 2020 Chief Minister of Odisha had announced that the 424 acres reclaimed from the 

river Mahanadi would be utilised to add ecological, recreational, sporting, cultural and 

technological value in the lives of the people of Cuttack. 

 A local citizen approached the NGT against the state government's plan alleging that illegal 

construction activities will adversely affect the river ecology and disturb the flow of Mahanadi 

river. 

 

Basics about flood 

plain 

 

 A floodplain 

or flood 

plain or 

flood-plain 

is an area of 

land 

adjacent to 

a stream or 

river which 

stretches 

from the 

banks of its 

channel to the base of the enclosing valley walls, and which experiences flooding during periods 

of high discharge 

 The soils usually consist of clays, silts, sands, and gravels deposited during floods. 

 A floodplain consists of two parts. The first is the main channel of the river itself, called the 

floodway. Floodways can sometimes be seasonal, meaning the channel is dry for part of the year. 

 Beyond the floodway is the flood fringe. The flood fringe extends from the outer banks of the 

floodway to the bluff lines of a river valley. 

 Some floodplains are extraordinarily wide. The Barotse floodplain of the Zambezi River, for 

example, is a vast wetland stretching thousands of kilometers through Angola, Zambia, and 

Botswana. 

Significance of floodplains 

 Floodplains have dazzling arrays of biodiversity. These seasonal riparian wetlands boast greater 

biodiversity than the rivers themselves. 

 Clean water - Rivers carry sediment, nutrients, and other pollutants, especially when they are 

running high and fast after a storm. A healthy floodplain gives rivers the space to spread out and 

slow down, which allows such sediment to settle. 

 Flood storage - Floodplains take on and store excess water in times of flood, releasing it slowly 

over land and into groundwater. The flood storage capacity of floodplains means that there is less 

likelihood that floodwater will end up in your basement. Floodplains do not eliminate all risk of 

property damage, but when they are managed wisely they can definitely help. 

 Groundwater recharge - Rainwater travels deep into the ground of a floodplain to replenish 

groundwater supply.  Groundwater travels slowly into rivers, lakes, and wetlands, regulating the 

availability of water during drier periods when people, plants, and animals need it most. 

 Food - Floodplains have rich, fertile soils that have made them attractive to farmers for 

generations. Sustainable agricultural practices can help support key floodplain functions. 
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 Culture - Floodplains provide numerous recreational opportunities via lakes, rivers, hiking trails, 

and spaces to see thriving wildlife. In addition, the long history of settlement in floodplains as 

people have been drawn to the fertile land and abundant resources create a shared culture and 

sense of place in these locations. 

 Sustainable Agriculture: Floodplains by Design helps to keep agriculture operations out of the most 

flood-prone areas, provides natural buffers to streams from farm and ranch operations, and targets 

restoration activities at the most ecologically valuable places. 

 Forestry Management and Carbon Sequestration: Floodplains by Design aims to protect and 

restore some of the highest value floodplain forests, including the bottomland hardwood forests of 

low-lying areas. These areas have high value for biodiversity and are important areas for carbon 

sequestration – whether in restoring previously harvested areas or protecting existing forest stocks. 

 
Way forward 

 Humans have always been attracted to floodplains because of their many sustaining attributes. Human 
development and industrialization take a toll on the natural functions of the floodplains. Development 
in the floodplains causes decreases in water quality, loss of wildlife habitats, and an increase in severity 
and frequency of flood losses.  

 Understanding the importance of maintaining the natural functions of floodplains can lead to better 
floodplain management approaches that will better protect the natural and beneficial functions of 
floodplains. 

 

4.15 RISE IN LEOPARD POPULATION 

 

Context 

 As per a recent report ‘Status of leopards in India, 2018’ released by the Ministry of Environment, 

Forest and Climate Change there has been a “60% increase in the population count of leopards 

in India from 2014 estimates’’. 

 

More about news 

 

 The 2014 estimates placed the population of 

leopards at nearly 8,000 which has increased to 

12,852. 

 The largest number of leopards have been 

estimated in Madhya Pradesh (3,421) followed by 

Karnataka (1,783) and Maharashtra (1,690). 

 Region wise distribution: 

o Central India and Eastern Ghats have the 

highest number of leopards at 8,071. 

o Western Ghats: 3,387 leopards 

o Shivalik and Gangetic Plains: 1,253 leopards 

o Northeast hills: 141 leopards 

 Techniques Used: 

o Camera Traps 

o Satellite Imaging 

o Field work by the Wildlife Institute of India and National Tiger Conservation Authority 

(NTCA). 

 Conservation Status: 

o International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN): Vulnerable 

National Tiger Conservation Authority 

 National Tiger Conservation Authority 

(NTCA) is a statutory body under the 

Ministry of Environment, Forests and 

Climate Change. 

 It was established in 2005 following 

the recommendations of the Tiger 

Task Force. 

 It was constituted under enabling 

provisions of the Wildlife (Protection) 

Act, 1972, as amended in 2006, for 

strengthening tiger conservation, as 

per powers and functions assigned to 

it. 
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o Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES): 

Appendix I 

o Wildlife Protection Act 1972: Schedule 1 
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5.1 FREE DISTRIBUTION OF ASSISTIVE AIDS AND DEVICES TO DIVYANG: ASSISTANCE TO 

DISABLED PERSONS CAMP 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, the Minister of Social Justice and Empowerment has virtually inaugurated an Assistance 

to Disabled Persons (ADIP) Camp for free distribution of assistive aids and devices to Divyangjan or 

Divyang. 

 These are Hindi word meaning the ‘one with a divine body’.  

 The Prime Minister decided that persons with disabilities should no longer be referred to as disabled 

persons or viklang (someone with non-functional body parts). 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 The camp was organized by the Artificial Limbs Manufacturing Corporation of India (ALIMCO), 

Kanpur. 

 ALIMCO is a not-for-profit Central Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) established in 1972 amnd it works 

under the aegis of the Department of Empowerment of Person with Disability (DEPwD). 

ASSISTANCE TO DISABLED PERSON SCHEME: 

Definition: 

 The scheme follows the definitions of various types of disabilities as given in the Persons with 

Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) (PWD) Act 1995. 

 PWD Act was replaced by the Right of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016. 

 It is in operation since 1981. 

Objective: 

 To assist the needy disabled persons in procuring durable, sophisticated and scientifically 

manufactured, modern, standard aids and appliances that can promote their physical, social and 

psychological rehabilitation by reducing the effects of disabilities and enhance their economic 

potential. 

Grants: 

 Grants-in-aid are released to various implementing agencies (Artificial Limbs Manufacturing 

Corporation of India, National Institutes, Composite Regional Centres, District Disability 

Rehabilitation Centres, State Handicapped Development Corporations, NGOs, etc.) for purchase 

and distribution of aids and assistive devices. 

Right of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016: 

 "Person with disability" means a person with long term physical, mental, intellectual or sensory 

impairments which, in interaction with barriers, hinders his full and effective participation in 

society equally with others. 

 Accessible India Campaign: Creation of Accessible Environment for PwDs: 

 A nation-wide flagship campaign for achieving universal accessibility that will enable PwDs to gain 

access for equal opportunity and live independently and participate fully in all aspects of life in an 

inclusive society. 

 

5. SOCIAL ISSUES 
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DeenDayal Disabled Rehabilitation Scheme: 

 Under the scheme, financial assistance is provided to NGOs for providing various services to PwDs, 

like special schools, vocational training centres, community-based rehabilitation, pre-school and 

early intervention etc. 

National Fellowship for Students with Disabilities: 

 It aims to increase opportunities for students with disabilities for pursuing higher education and 

grants 200 fellowships per year to students with disability. 

Unique Disability Identification Project: 

 It aims to create a national database for PwDs and issuing Unique Disability Identity (UDID) Card 

along with disability certificate. 

 Once the project covers all persons with disabilities, UDID Cards will be made mandatory for 

availing various government benefits. 

Assistance to Disabled Persons for Purchase/fitting of Aids and Appliances: 

 It aims at helping the disabled persons by bringing suitable, durable, scientifically-manufactured, 

modern, standard aids and appliances within their reach. 

International Day of Persons with Disabilities: 

 It is celebrated worldwide on 3rd December and was proclaimed in 1992 by United Nations General 

Assembly resolution 47/3. 

 It aims to promote the rights and well-being of persons with disabilities in all spheres of society 

and development and to increase awareness of the situation of persons with disabilities in every 

aspect of political, social, economic and cultural life. 

Initiatives for Mentral Health: 

KIRAN: Mental Health Rehabilitation Helpline for addressing mental health issues, coordinated by the 

National Institute for the Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities (NIEPMD), Tamil Nadu and 

National Institute of Mental Health Rehabilitation (NIMHR), Madhya Pradesh. 

 

5.2 DECEMBER 1ST: WORLD’s AIDS DAY 2020 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF DAY: 

 It reminds the public and government that HIV has not gone away and there is still a vital need to 

raise money, increase awareness, fight prejudice and improve education. 

 It is an opportunity to show solidarity with the millions of people living with HIV worldwide 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

 It was founded in 1988 by the World Health Organization (WHO) and was the first ever global health 

day with a motto of raising public awareness about Acquired Immuno Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). 

 AIDS is a pandemic disease caused by the infection of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which 

damages the human immune system. 

 In 2019, 690,000 people died from HIV-related causes and 1.7 million people were newly infected, 

with nearly 62% of these new infections occurring among key populations and their partners. 

 Theme for 2020: “Global solidarity, resilient HIV services.” 

 On World AIDS Day 2020, WHO is calling on global leaders and citizens to rally for “global solidarity” 

to overcome the challenges posed by Covid-19 on the HIV response. 
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 HIV prevention, testing, treatment and care services are all being disrupted particularly in countries 

with fragile health systems. 

IN DEPTH 

 Slowing progress means the world will be missing the “90-90-90” targets for 2020, which were to 

ensure that: 90% of people living with HIV are aware of their status. 

 90% of people diagnosed with HIV are receiving treatment, and 90% of all people receiving 

treatment have achieved viral suppression. 

 Any slowing down in provision of these services will leave many vulnerable populations at greater 

risk of HIV infection and AIDS-related deaths and missing these intermediate targets will make it 

difficult to achieve the target of elimination of AIDS by 2030. 

In 2020, the International Year of the Nurse and the Midwife, it is a call for more protection and support 

to these health workers who have long been on the frontline of HIV service delivery. 

 

5.3 MIN. OF SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EMPOWERMENT ON ELIMINATION OF MANUAL SCAVANGING 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Recently, the government has announced two major initiatives for ending the hazardous practice 

of manual cleaning of septic tanks and sewer lines and making the mechanised cleaning must. 

 The Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment will amend the law for making machine cleaning 

mandatory, whereas the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs has launched the Safaimitra Suraksha 

Challenge. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

 Amending the Law: Introduction of ‘The Prohibition of Employment as Manual Scavengers and their 

Rehabilitation (Amendment) Bill, 2020’ as a part of Social Justice and Empowerment Ministry’s 

National Action Plan. 

 The Plan aims to modernise existing sewage system and coverage of non-sewered areas; setting up 

of faecal sludge and septage management system for mechanised cleaning of septic tanks, 

transportation and treatment of faecal sludge; equipping the municipalities, and setting up of 

Sanitation Response Units with help lines. 

 The Bill makes following important changes: 

 Mechanised Cleaning: The Bill proposes to completely mechanise sewer cleaning and provide better 

protection at work and compensation in case of accidents. 

 Penalty: The Bill proposes to make the law banning manual scavenging more stringent by increasing 

the imprisonment term and the fine amount. 

 Currently, engaging any person for hazardous cleaning of sewers and septic tanks by any person or 

agency is punishable with imprisonment of up to five years or a fine of up to Rs. 5 lakh or both. 

 Funds: The funds will be provided directly to the sanitation workers and not to the municipalities 

or contractors to purchase the machinery. 

SAFAIMITRA SURAKSHA CHALLENGE: 

 Launch: The challenge has been launched among 243 major cities on the World Toilet Day (19th 

November). 

 Aim: To prevent hazardous cleaning of sewers and septic tanks and promote their mechanized 

cleaning. 

 The Government launched this “challenge” for all states to make sewer-cleaning mechanised by 

April 2021 — if any human needs to enter a sewer line in case of unavoidable emergency, proper 

gear and oxygen tanks, etc., are to be provided. 
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 Eligibility: The state capitals, urban local bodies and smart cities will be eligible to participate. 

 Prize: Cities will be awarded in three sub-categories – with a population of more than 10 lakhs, 3-

10 lakhs and upto 3 lakhs, with a total prize money of Rs. 52 crores to be given to winning cities 

across all categories. 

MANUAL SCAVENGING 

 Definition: Manual scavenging is defined as “the removal of human excrement from public streets 

and dry latrines, cleaning septic tanks, gutters and sewers”. 

CONCERNS: 

 As per the National Commission for Safai Karamcharis (NCSK), a total of 631 people have died in 

the country while cleaning sewers and septic tanks in the last 10 years. 

 2019 saw the highest number of manual scavenging deaths in the past five years. 110 workers were 

killed while cleaning sewers and septic tanks. 

 This is a 61% increase as compared to 2018, which saw 68 cases of such similar deaths. 

 Despite the introduction of several mechanised systems for sewage cleaning, human intervention 

in the process still continues. 

 As per data collected in 2018, 29,923 people are engaged in manual scavenging in Uttar Pradesh, 

making it the highest in any State in India. 

REASONS FOR THE PREVALENCE OF MANUAL SCAVENGING:  

 Indifferent Attitude: A number of independent surveys have talked about the continued reluctance 

on the part of state governments to admit that the practice prevails under their watch. 

 Issue due to Outsourcing: Many times local bodies outsource sewer cleaning tasks to private 

contractors. However, many of them fly-by-night operators, do not maintain proper rolls of 

sanitation workers. 

 In case after case of workers being asphyxiated to death, these contractors have denied any 

association with the deceased. 

 Social Issue: The practice is driven by caste, class and income divides. 

 It is linked to India’s caste system where so-called lower castes are expected to perform this job. 

 The law has ended manual scavenging as a form of employment, however, the stigma and 

discrimination associated with it still linger on. 

 The stigma and discrimination associated with manual scavenging makes it difficult for liberated 

manual scavengers to secure alternative livelihoods. 

RELATED INITIATIVES: 

 The Prohibition of Employment as Manual Scavengers and Their Rehabilitation Act, 2013 prohibits 

construction or maintenance of insanitary latrines, and employment of any person for manual 

scavenging or hazardous cleaning of sewers and septic tanks. 

 It also provides measures for rehabilitation of persons identified as manual scavengers by a 

Municipality. 

 In 2014, a Supreme Court order made it mandatory for the government to identify all those who 

died in sewage work since 1993 and provide Rs. 10 lakh each as compensation to their families. 

 In 1993, the Government of India enacted the Employment of Manual Scavengers and Construction 

of Dry Latrines (Prohibition) Act which prohibited the employment of manual scavengers for 

manually cleaning dry latrines and also the construction of dry toilets (that do not operate with a 

flush). 

 In 1989, the Prevention of Atrocities Act became an integrated guard for sanitation workers; more 

than 90% people employed as manual scavengers belonged to the Scheduled Caste. This became an 

important landmark to free manual scavengers from designated traditional occupations. 
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 Article 21 of the Constitution guarantees ‘Right to Life’ and that also with dignity. 

WAY FORWARD: 

 Proper Identification: States need to accurately enumerate the workers engaged in cleaning toxic 

sludge. 

 Empowering Local Administration: With Swachh Bharat Mission identified as a top priority area by 

the 15th Finance Commission, and funds available for smart cities and urban development providing 

for a strong case to address the problem of manual scavenging. 

 Social Sentisitation: To address the social sanction behind manual scavenging, it is required first to 

acknowledge and then understand how and why manual scavenging continues to be embedded in 

the caste system. 

 Need For a Stringent Law: If a law creates a statutory obligation to provide sanitation services on 

the part of state agencies, it will create a situation in which the rights of these workers will not 

hang in the air. 

 

5.4 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INDEX: UNDP 

 

Human Development Index: UNDP 

Context 

 India ranked 131 among 189 countries on the Human Development Index (HDI) for 2019, as 

compared to 129 in the previous year, according to the Human Development Report (HDR) 2020 

released by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). 

 The 2020 Report has introduced planetary pressures-adjusted Human Development Index, which 

adjusts the standard Human Development Index (HDI) by a country’s per capita carbon dioxide 

emissions and material footprint. 

More About HDI 

 The index considers the health, education and income in the country to provide a measure of 

human development which is comparable between countries and over time. 

 The first human development index was published in 1990 with the goal to be a more 

comprehensive measure of human development than purely economic measures. 

 The first HDR was launched in 1990 by the Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq and Indian Nobel 

laureate Amartya Sen. 

 The report chooses three key components of human development, long   evity (later changed 

to "Long and healthy life"), knowledge and decent living standards. 

 The other indices that form the part of the Human Development Report are: 

o Inequality-adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI), 

o Gender Development Index (GDI), 

o Gender Inequality Index (GII) and 

o Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI). 

 Norway topped the index, followed by Ireland and Switzerland. Hong Kong and Iceland complete 

the top five. 

INDIA’S PERFORMANCE: 

o India’s HDI value for 2019 is 0.645, which put the country in the medium human development 

category, positioning it at 131 out of 189 countries and territories. 
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o Between 1990 and 2019, India’s HDI value increased from 0.429 to 0.645, an increase of 

50.3%. 

o Long and Healthy Life: Life expectancy for Indian’s at birth was 69.7 years in 2019, slightly 

lower than the south Asian average of 69.9 years. 

 Between 1990 and 2019, India’s life expectancy at birth increased by 11.8 years. 

o Access to Knowledge: The expected years of schooling in India was 12.2 years, compared 

with 11.2 years in Bangladesh and 8.3 years in Pakistan. 

 Between 1990 and 2019, mean years of schooling increased by 3.5 years, and 

expected years of schooling increased by 4.5 years. 

o A Decent Standard of Living: In terms of Gross National Income (GNI) per capita, India at 

USD 6,681 fared better than some others in 2019, despite a fall over the previous year. 

 India’s GNI per capita increased by about 273.9% between 1990 and 2019. 

 

 Planetary pressures-adjusted Human Development Index (PHDI): 

o About: The PHDI adjusts the standard HDI by a country’s level of carbon dioxide emissions 

and material footprint, each on a per capita basis. 

o India’s Performance: 

 India would move up eight places in the ranking. 

 Under the Paris Agreement, India pledged to reduce the emission intensity of its GDP 

from the 2005 level by 33-35% by 2030 and to obtain 40% of electric power capacity 

from non-fossil fuel sources by 2030. 

 Solar capacity in India increased from 2.6 gigawatts in March 2014 to 30 gigawatts in 

July 2019, achieving its target of 20 gigawatts four years ahead of schedule. 

 In 2019, India ranked fifth for installed solar capacity. 

 The National Solar Mission aims to promote solar energy for power generation and 

other uses to make solar energy competitive with fossil fuel-based options. 
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More about other indices in HDR 

 Inequality-adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI) 

o The IHDI combines a country’s average achievements in health, education and income with 

how those achievements are distributed among country’s population by “discounting” each 

dimension’s average value according to its level of inequality. 

o Thus, the IHDI is distribution-sensitive average level of human development. Two countries 

with different distributions of achievements can have the same average HDI value. Under 

perfect equality the IHDI is equal to the HDI, but falls below the HDI when inequality rises. 

o The difference between the IHDI and HDI is the human development cost of inequality, also 

termed – the overall loss to human development due to inequality. 

 

 Gender Development Index (GDI) 

o The GDI measures gender gaps in human development achievements by accounting for 

disparities between women and men in three basic dimensions of human development—

health, knowledge and living standards using the same component indicators as in the HDI. 

o The GDI is the ratio of the HDIs calculated separately for females and males using the same 

methodology as in the HDI. It is a direct measure of gend er ga p showing the female HDI as 

a percentage of the male HDI. 
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 Gender Inequality Index (GII) 

o GII presents a composite measure of gender inequality using three dimensions: 

 Reproductive health, 

 Empowerment and 

 The labour market. 

o In GII, India is at 123rd rank. Last year, it was ranked 122nd out of 162 countries. 

 Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI). 

o MPI captures the multiple deprivations that people in developing countries face in their 

health, education and standard of living. 

o The most recent survey data publicly available for India’s MPI estimation refer to 2015-2016. 

In India, 27.9% of the population are multidimensionally poor, while an additional 19.3% are 

classified under vulnerable to multidimensional poverty. 

 

5.5 RECOGNITION SCHEME FOR HYGINE RATING AUDIT AGENCIES 

 

Context 

 Quality Council of India (QCI) at the behest of the FSSAI has come out with a Scheme for approval 

of Hygiene Rating Audit Agencies to scale up Hygiene Rating by increasing the number of 

recognised Hygiene Rating Audit Agencies in the country. 

More about news 

 FSSAI’s initiative of ‘Food Hygiene Rating Scheme’ is a certification system for food businesses 

supplying food directly to consumers, either on or off premise. 

 The food establishments are rated based on food hygiene and safety conditions observed at the 

time of audit. The hygiene rating will be in the form of smileys (1 up to 5) and the certificate should 

be displayed prominently in the consumer facing area. 

 The recognised Hygiene Rating Audit Agencies will be responsible for verifying the compliance with 

food hygiene and safety procedures laid by FSSAI and get Hygiene Rating. 

 The scheme aims to allow consumers to make informed choices/decisions pertaining to the food 

outlets where they eat by encouraging food businesses to improve their hygiene and safety 

standards. Currently, this scheme is applicable for Food service establishments (such as hotels, 

restaurants, cafeteria, dhabhas, etc), sweet shops, bakeries and meat retail stores. 
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 The recognised Hygiene Rating Audit Agency will verify the compliance with food hygiene and safety 

procedures laid by FSSAI. 

 

 

5.6 WORLD MINORITIES RIGHTS DAY 

 

Context 

 The National Commission for Minorities celebrated World Minorities Rights Day on 18th December 
2020. 

 The United Nations on 18th December, 1992 adopted the Statement on the individual's Rights 
belonging to religious or Linguistic National or Ethnic Minorities. 

 
Constitutional Provisions Related to Minorities: 

 The term "Minority" is not defined in the Indian Constitution. However, the Constitution recognizes 
religious and linguistic minorities. 

 Article 29: It provides that any section of the citizens residing in any part of India having a distinct 
language, script or culture of its own, shall have the right to conserve the same. 

 However, the Supreme Court held that the scope of this article is not necessarily restricted to 
minorities only, as use of the word ‘section of citizens’ in the Article includes minorities as well 
as the majority. 

 Article 30: All minorities shall have the right to establish and administer educational institutions 
of their choice. 

 The protection under Article 30 is confined only to minorities (religious or linguistic) and does not 
extend to any section of citizens (as under Article 29). 

 Article 15 (1) & (2) - Prohibition of discrimination against citizens on grounds of religion, race, 

caste, sex or place of birth; 

 Article 16(1)&(2) - Citizens’ right to ‘equality of opportunity’ in matters relating to employment 
or appointment to any office under the State, and prohibition in this regard of any discrimination 
on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth; 

 Article 25(1) - People’s freedom of conscience and right to freely profess, practise and propagate 
religion – subject to public order, morality and other Fundamental Rights; 

Quality Council of India 

 The Quality Council of India (QCI) was set up as a public private partnership model on the 

model existing in Netherlands at the time, where although the NAB was not owned by the 

government, yet it was supported by it and was exceedingly used as a third party agency to 

improve quality in departments and industry. 

 QCI thus, came to be organized as an independent autonomous body that worked towards 

assuring quality standards across all spheres of economic and social activities. 

 Key industry associations, i.e. Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India 

(ASSOCHAM), Confederation of Indian Industry(CII) and Federation of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry (FICCI) became the promoters of the organizers and QCI got 

established under the Societies Registration Act in 1997 to provide accreditation services in 

various sectors for product, services and persons. 

 The Council is independent and works under the directions of its Governing Body (GB) having 

equal representation of government, industry and industry associations.  

 It does not get funded by the government and is a self-sustaining non-profit organization with 

its own Memorandum of Association (MOA) and Rule 
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 Article 26 - Right of every religious denomination or any section thereof – subject to public order, 
morality and health – to establish and maintain institutions for religious and charitable purposes, 
manage its own affairs in matters of religion, and own and acquire movable and immovable property 
and administer it in accordance with law 

 Article 350-B: Originally, the Constitution of India did not make any provision with respect to the 
Special Officer for Linguistic Minorities. However, the 7th Constitutional Amendment Act, 1956 
inserted Article 350-B in the Constitution. 

 It provides for a Special Officer for Linguistic Minorities appointed by the President of India. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MINORITIES 

 Genesis: 

o In 1992, with the enactment of the NCM Act, 1992, NCM was formed. 

o In 1993, the first Statutory National Commission was set up and five religious 

communities viz the Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists and Zoroastrians (Parsis) were 

notified as minority communities. 

o In 2014, Jains were also notified as a minority community. 

 Composition: 

o NCM consists of a Chairperson, a Vice-Chairperson and five members and all of them 

shall be from amongst the minority communities. 

o Total of 7 persons to be nominated by the Central Government should be from amongst 

persons of eminence, ability and integrity. 

o Tenure: Each Member holds office for a period of three years from the date of 

assumption of office. 

 Functions: 

o Evaluation of the progress of the development of minorities under the Union and 

States. 

o Monitoring of the working of the safeguards for minorities provided in the 

Constitution and in laws enacted by Parliament and the state legislatures. 

 Example - National Commission for Minority Education Institution (NCMEI) Act, 

2004: It gives the minority status to the educational institutions on the basis of 

six religious communities notified by the government. 

o It ensures that the Prime Minister’s 15-point programme is implemented and the 

programmes for minority communities are actually functioning. 

o Looking into specific complaints regarding deprivation of rights and safeguards of 

minorities and taking up such matters with the appropriate authorities. 

o It investigates matters of communal conflict and riots. 
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5.7 EARLY HEALTH WARNING SYSTEM 

 

Context 

 

 Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) is developing an ‘Early Health Warning System’ which is expected 

to forecast the possibility of disease outbreaks in the country. 

 

More about new 

 

 The model being developed is based on the relationship between weather changes and incidence. 

 There are certain diseases where weather patterns play a crucial role. Such as malaria, for which 

particular temperatures and rainfall patterns can approximately predict whether an area is likely 

to have an outbreak with fairly reasonable accuracy. 

 It is expected to predict outbreaks of vector-borne diseases, particularly malaria and diarrhoea. 

Subsequently, it is likely to monitor non-communicable diseases (NCDs) as well. Vector-borne 

diseases have direct links to weather patterns. 

 Such a system, when deployed, would give local authorities ample time to prepare. 
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6.1 DUST SAMPLES FROM HAYABUSA 2 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 Hayabusa 2 was launched from Japan’s Tanegashima space centre in 2014 and took four years to 

reach the asteroid Ryugu. 

 The mission builds on the original Hayabusa mission that was launched in 2003 and successfully 

linked up with asteroid Itokawa in 2005. 

IN DEPTH 

 It returned samples to Earth in 2010 marking the first time when sample materials from an asteroid 

were brought back to Earth. 

 Hayabusa is the Japanese term used for the peregrine falcon, which is the fastest bird during its 

hunting dive (200 mile per hour). 

 The space probe orbited above the asteroid for a few months to map its surface before landing. 

Then it used small explosives to blast a crater, collected the resulting debris and headed back to 

Earth in November 2019. 

 The craft’s mission seeks to answer some fundamental questions about the origins of the Solar 

systemand where molecules like water came from. 

Significance: 

 Asteroids and comets are primitive bodies that can be considered to be the building blocks of the 

early Solar system and they hold a record of the birth and initial evolution. 

 Larger planets like Earth went through a more complex evolution over which the pristine materials 

were melted and altered significantly. Due to this change, the materials found on large planets do 

not hold information into their early stages of formation. 

 Asteroids and comets retain a record of when, where and in what conditions they were formed. 

Exploration of these primitive bodies is essential in gaining insight into the formation of the Solar 

system. 

 Gases trapped in the rock samples could reveal more about the chemical mixture from the planets 

formed. 

 Significantly, among all the reasons that will eventually cause the extinction of life on Earth, an 

asteroid hit is widely acknowledged as one of the likeliest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Asteroids 

 Asteroids are also known as minor planets and are made up of metals and rocks. 

 They orbit the Sun and have shorter and elliptical orbits. 

 Most asteroids are irregularly shaped, though a few are nearly spherical. 

 Many asteroids are known to have a small companion moon (some have two moons). 

 There are also binary (double) asteroids, in which two rocky bodies of roughly equal size orbit 

each other, as well as triple asteroid systems. 

Classification of Asteroids: 

 Main Asteroid Belt: The majority of known asteroids orbit within the asteroid belt which is a 

torus-shaped region in the Solar system, located roughly between the orbits of the planets Mars 

and Jupiter. 

 Trojans: These asteroids share an orbit with a larger planet, but do not collide with it because 

they gather around two special places in the orbit (called the L4 and L5 Lagrangian points). 

There, the gravitational pull from the sun and the planet are balanced. 

 Lagrange Points: These are positions in space where the gravitational forces of a two body 

system like the Sun and the Earth produce enhanced regions of attraction and repulsion. These 

can be used by spacecraft to reduce fuel consumption needed to remain in position. 

 Near-Earth Asteroids: These objects have orbits that pass close by that of Earth. Asteroids that 

actually cross Earth's orbital path are known as Earth-crossers. 
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6.2 TELECOM PRODUCTS: ‘TRUSTED, ‘NON-TRUSTED’ SOURCES 

 

Context 

 The Cabinet Committee on Security in December approved the setting up of a new National Security 

Directive on telecommunication sector with an intent to classify telecom products and their sources 

under the ‘trusted’ and ‘non-trusted’ categories. 

 The move could potentially make it more difficult for Chinese telecom equipment vendors like 

Huawei and ZTE to supply equipment to Indian telecom players. 

More about issue 

 Huawei and ZTE have been under global scrutiny for allegedly installing ‘backdoor’ or ‘trap door’ 

vulnerabilities and spying for the Chinese government and have been banned by several countries. 

 Earlier Centre had asked all telecom operators to undertake an ‘information security audit’ of 

their networks. 

 The objective of the audit was to specifically check for any ‘backdoor’ or ‘trap door’ 

vulnerabilities in the telecom networks, which can be exploited to extract information and pass 

on illegally to agencies around the world. 

 A ‘backdoor’ or a ‘trap door’ is a bug installed in the telecom hardware that allows companies 

to listen in or collect data being shared on the network. 

 While almost 30 per cent of Bharti Airtel’s network comprises Chinese telecom equipment, it is as 

much as 40 per cent for Vodafone Idea. 

 State-run telcos Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) and Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited 

(MTNL) too have equipment from Chinese vendors, including Huawei and ZTE, in their 3G and 

older networks. 

National Security Directive: 

 It aims to classify telecom products and their sources under the ‘trusted’ and ‘non-trusted’ 

categories. It will make its decision based on approval of the National Security Committee on 

Telecom. It will be headed by the deputy National Security Advisor (NSA) and have members 

from other departments and ministries, and independent experts as well as two members from 

the industry. 

 The National Cyber Security Coordinator is the designated authority and will devise the 

methodology to designate trusted products. 

 From among the sources declared as trusted sources by the designated authority, those which 

meet the criteria of the Department of Telecom’s preferential market access policy will be 

certified as India trusted sources. 

 The policy provides opportunities to local manufacturers of equipment and handsets in the 

“sensitive” telecom sector to counter dumping of products by other countries. 

 Telecom Service Providers (TSPs) are required to connect new devices which are designated 

trusted products. 

 However, the directive will not ask TSPs to mandatorily replace the old and existing 

equipment and does not impact the ongoing annual maintenance contracts or upgrades to old 

equipment either. 

IS HUAWEI/ZTE A SECURITY THREAT? 

 China’s Huawei still remains a potential contender for the supply of some 5G equipment. Huawei’s 

5G offer is very competitive in a field consisting of Qualcomm, Eriksson and Nokia. 
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 Huawei is a Chinese state-directed telecom company with a singular goal: undermine foreign 

competition by stealing trade secrets and intellectual property, and through artificially low prices 

backed by the Chinese government. 

 Chinese state-directed telecoms companies, like Huawei and ZTE, from undermining and 

endangering India’s 5G networks. 

 Future cutting-edge industries like driverless vehicles and the Internet of Things will depend on 

this critical technology, and any action that threatens our 21st-century industries from developing 

and deploying 5G undoubtedly undermines both our national and economic security. 

 There is ample evidence to suggest that no major Chinese company is independent of the Chinese 

government and Communist Party — and Huawei, which China’s government and military tout as 

a “national champion,” is no exception. Allowing Huawei’s inclusion in our 5G infrastructure could 

seriously jeopardize our national security and put critical supply chains at risk. 

What are the potential risks? 

 Data  

o It is almost impossible for encrypted 

communications to be read by anyone who 

does not have the encryption keys. But in 

the way wireless telecoms networks are 

currently structured, much data passes 

through the network in unencrypted form. 

o Under the 5G specifications, voice calls and 

SMS texts are encrypted with keys that are 

stored on servers in the “core” of the 

network, and cannot be read by the base 

stations. 

o Even if the internet traffic is encrypted by 

an application, such as the Signal 

messaging app, base stations can still see 

metadata — that is, what’s on the 

“envelope” of the letter, even if it can’t read the contents of the letter. That includes 

addresses that identify where traffic is coming from, and what platform it is going to. 

 Attacks on individuals  

o Base stations can send false emergency alerts, or not pass on real emergency alerts.   

 Attacking the whole network 

o Base stations relay signals between the phone and the core network, but can also be used 

to send malicious signals into the core. This includes flooding the core network with denial 

of service attacks that jam part or all of the network, depending on what the base station 

is allowed to connect to. 

Way forward 

Despite the higher cost of alternative sources of 5G equipment and the absence of any native Indian 

capacity to build 5G hardware and software, it would be wiser to choose non-Chinese sources. 

 

 

 

 

 

METADATA 

 Metadata describes other data. It 

provides information about a certain 

item's content.  

 For example, an image may include 

metadata that describes how large the 

picture is, the color depth, the image 

resolution, when the image was 

created, and other data. A text 

document's metadata may contain 

information about how long the 

document is, who the author is, when 

the document was written, and a short 

summary of the document. 
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6.3 BITCOINS 

 

Context 

 Recently, Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency, has breached an important psychological barrier against 
the US dollar — the $20,000 mark — after having fallen just short during its 2017 rally.  

 As of December 2020, Bitcoin was trading above $23,000. The rally to these levels, which has 
sustained over the last four months, has also seen various stakeholders taking steps towards 
legitimising the cryptocurrency. 

 
Basics about cryptocurrency 
 

 Cryptocurrency: is a digital / 
virtual currency created & stored 
using blockchain technology. 

 Blockchain: A secured 
decentralized database that 
maintains a continuously growing 
list of records / transactions. Old 
entries can’t be deleted; new 
entries will be visible to all. 
Mainly used for running 
cryptocurrency network. 

 Origin -  Anarchist groups lost 
faith in FIAT MONEY because 
Subprime Crisis (2007) eroded the 
purchasing power of US Dollar. 
They also dislike BANK MONEY / 
DEPOSIT MONEY because of 
transaction charges on e-banking, 
card payments, MDR, 
interoperability issues. 

 2009: An anonymous user Satoshi 
Nakomoto launched a cryptocurrency ‘Bitcoin’, total 21 million coins, wherein 1 Bitcoin (BTC) = 
10^8 Satoshi 

 Ethereum, Litecoin, Digicoin, Laxmicoin, Ripple etc. are also cryptocurrencies 
 

 3 ways to obtain Cryptocurrency  
 

1. Mining of the blockchains using powerful computers 
 
2. Selling of Goods and services 

 
3. Exchange of legal tender to buy cryptocurrency 

 
Challenges posed by Bitoins/Cryptocurrency 

 

 Graphics cards demand & price hike: 2x-4x times due to bitcoin mania. E-waste generation. Thermal 
Electricity wastage worth 20 megaton CO2 

 If quantum computer invented it’ll solve blockchains in seconds, thus crashing the value of Bitcoins 

 Bitcoin wallets have “public address” (like an email) & private key (like a password). Unlike Paytm 
wallet, possible to create a Bitcoin wallet without any phone number or email id. So, difficult to 
trace by law enforcement agencies. Misuse in Narcotics, Illegal trade, Terror finance. 

 Selling goods/services in exchange of Bitcoins= Government deprived of GST, Custom duty, Income 
tax on merchant’s profit. 
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 For traditional Rupee to Dollar exchange, Forex dealers have to register with RBI under FEMA Act. 
They’re monitored with KYC, PMLA, Enforcement Directorate. 

 If ₹ or $ exchanged with Bitcoin = terror finance, sending black money to tax havens. 
 
Legitimacy of Bitcoins (or cryptocurrencies) in India 
 

 In the 2018-19 budget speech, the Finance Minister announced that the government does not 
consider cryptocurrencies as legal tender and will take all measures to eliminate their use in 
financing illegitimate activities or as a part of the payment system. 

 In April 2018, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) notified that entities regulated by it should not deal 
in virtual currencies or provide services for facilitating any person or entity in dealing with or 
settling virtual currencies. 

 However, the Supreme Court struck down the ban on trading of virtual currencies (VC) in India, 
which was imposed by the RBI. 

 The Supreme Court has held that cryptocurrencies are in the nature of commodities and hence they 
cannot be banned. 
 

Possible Reasons for the Rise in the Value of the Bitcoin 
 

 Increased acceptance during the pandemic. 

 Global legitimacy from large players like payments firm PayPal, and Indian lenders like State Bank 
of India, ICICI Bank, HDFC Bank and Yes Bank. 

 Some pension funds and insurance funds are investing in Bitcoins. 
 

6.4 MUTATED NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 

 

Context 

 A mutated variant of the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV2 has been associated with recent infections 

in England. The question being raised is whether the mutation could affect people’s response to 

vaccines. 

 The virus has undergone several mutations since it first infected humans, which scientists say is 

neither unexpected nor a cause for panic. 

 

More about news 

 New mutation identified by UK researchers as N501Y. It is likely to be a mutation in the spike 

protein. There has been a single nucleotide change in one portion of the spike protein, so there 

would be no bearing on the disease biology or even diagnostics 

Effect on Infection and Vaccination 

 Several coronavirus vaccines are designed to create antibodies targeting the spike protein. 

 The vaccines target multiple regions on the spike, while a mutation refers to a change in a 

single point. If there is one mutation, it does not mean vaccines would not work. 

 All SARS-CoV-2 strains are genetically similar to one another, and scientists do not expect these 

mutations to have a significant impact on their ability to cause more severe disease than what 

has been observed so far. 

 Many mutations mean nothing at all, or at least are more successful for reasons not known. For 

instance a different strain may be more transmissible, but cause less disease. 

 Researchers need to monitor the mutations as there is no evidence that the new strain in the 

UK is more transmissible or more severe/resistant to treatment or vaccination. 

 Previous mutations of Covid-19 include D614G, which emerged in Europe in February, and the 

Spanish-originated A222V that emerged in summer but they all behaved the same way. 

 Vaccines, in general, tend to target an early version of the virus. 
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 Usually, an older strain of a virus will preserve 

enough features that it will provide immunity against 

a whole group of variants. 

 Our immune system has a terrible memory for flu 

viruses, noting that the immune response to the flu 

only lasts around a year before we need to get 

revaccinated. For example, for more than 45 years, 

we’ve had a very effective vaccine for measles, 

mumps, and rubella (which are also RNA viruses). 

 These viruses have not mutated [enough] to escape 

the protection provided by the vaccines. The same 

could very well apply to COVID-19. 

 

 

 

 

6.5 PM-WANI: INDIA’S NEW PUBLIC WI-FI PROJECT 

 

 

Context 

 The Union Cabinet recently cleared a proposal by the Department of Telecommunications to set up 

public Wi-Fi access network interfaces.  

 This is essentially a nationwide network of public Wi-Fi hotspots, termed public data offices (PDOs) 

after the public call office (PCO) concept rolled out by the Indian government to set up a nationwide 

network of landline public pay-phones 

 

More about PM WANI 

 As part of this scheme, the government aims to provide internet connectivity through Public Data 

Offices (PDOs). The scheme aims to not only boost the “ease of doing” business but also will do the 

“ease of living. 

 The public network will be set up by the public data office aggregators (PDOAs) to provide Wi-Fi 

service through the public data offices (PDOs) spread throughout the country. 

 It will help accelerate the proliferation of broadband internet services through a public Wi-Fi 

network. The government will also develop an app to register users and discover the WANI-

compliant Wi-Fi hotspots in the nearby area and display them for accessing internet service. 

 No license fee will be charged for providing broadband internet services. So using public Wi-Fi 

hotspots will greatly encourage its penetration across the country. A customer wanting to access 

the network from a PDO’s premise can do so only after an eKYC authentication. 

 

Need for a Public Wi-Fi Network in India 

 To increase the proliferation of internet services in the country. 

o With PDOs - which will basically be small retail outlets across the length and breadth of the 

country - last mile connectivity is being aimed at. 

 To offer a cost-effective option for the common man. 

o Even in urban areas with sufficient mobile data coverage, the mobile internet tariffs are 

bound to increase. 

 To achieve the ‘Digital India’ vision. 

What is a mutation? 

 A mutation means a change in the 

genetic sequence of the virus. In the 

case of SARS-CoV-2, which is an RNA 

virus, a mutation means a change in 

the sequence in which its molecules 

are arranged. 

 A mutation in an RNA virus often 

happens when the virus makes a 

mistake while it is making copies of 

itself. 

 Only if the mutation results in a 

significant change in the protein 

structure can the course of a disease 

be altered. 
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o From 2015 to June of 2020, India grew from 302 million internet subscribers to 750 

million. That is a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 20%, making India one of the 

fastest growing internet markets in the world. 

o However, this statistic overshadows the quality of access. Only 23 million are wired 

internet subscribers. 

o If Digital India vision is to be achieved, there is a need to deliver a resilient and reliable 

connection to every Indian, so that they can have reliable access everywhere, at affordable 

price points. 

o According to Digital Quality of Life Index 2020, India was placed at 9th position in 

Internet Affordability, outperforming even countries like the UK, the USA and China. 

While, for Internet Quality and E-infrastructure, India was almost at the bottom of the 

pillar placed at 78th and 79th (out of 85) positions respectively. 

 It has the potential to generate over 2 crore jobs and entrepreneurship opportunities, besides 

offering a cost-effective means of mass connectivity. 

o Given the National Digital Communications Policy goals of creating 1 crore public Wi-Fi 

hotspots by 2022, and with the present number being merely at 3.5 lakh, PM-WANI is 

expected to result in the creation of demand and scope for developing the components for 

this pan-India activity (Atmanirbhar Bharat). 

 PDOs can become local distribution centres for content. 

o Students in rural areas can access offline content without using bandwidth. 

 Combining this with the liberalisation of the Other Service Providers (OSPs) regulations, one can 

see that India is paving the way for digital SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) to go online 

without the burden of onerous compliances. 

 It will further Ease of Doing Business and Ease of Living, as it will enable small shopkeepers to 

provide Wi-Fi service. 

 

Potential pitfalls of a public Wi-Fi network 

 

 The US Federal Trade Commission’s consumer information portal highlights the threats of public 

Wi-Fi hotspots. It says that while Wi-Fi hotspots in coffee shops, libraries, airports, hotels, 

universities, and other public places are convenient, they’re often not secure. 

 The portal also points out that most Wi-Fi hotspots don’t encrypt information that is sent over the 

Internet and therefore aren’t secure. This could potentially lead to hacking or unapproved access 

to personal information on the device. 

 The viability of public Wi-Fi networks in India has also been called into question with several tech-

giants already having tried and failed. In 2017, social media company Facebook had launched 

Express Wi-Fi. The project made little impact. 

 Google’s Station project, to provide free wi-fi in more than 400 railway stations across India and 

“thousands” of other public places, which was launched in 2015, was shut down earlier this year. 

 

6.6 BBX11 GENE: GREENING OF PLANTS 

 
Context 

 Recently, the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) has recognized the 

BBX11 gene that facilitates the greening of crops. 

 

More about news: 

 About BBX11 Gene: 
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o The researchers discovered a mechanism where two proteins oppositely regulate the 

BBX11 gene to maintain optimum ranges of BBX11. 

o BBX11 plays a vital role in regulation of the amount of protochlorophyllide synthesized by 

the plant. 

o Protochlorophyllide is an intermediate in the synthesis of chlorophyll. 

o If it is less, plants are unable to efficiently green in order to harvest sunlight and if the 

amount of protochlorophyllide is more, then photobleaching occurs. 

o Photobleaching is loss of colour by a pigment. 

o The quantity of protochlorophyllide synthesised needs to be proportional to the variety of 

enzymes available to transform them to chlorophyll. 

o It is very important to regulate the amount of protochlorophyllide synthesized by the 

plant. 

 Synthesis of Chlorophyll: 

o Chlorophyll is the green pigment in plants, algae, and cyanobacteria that absorbs sunlight 

and uses its energy to synthesise carbohydrates from Carbon-di-Oxide (CO2) and water. 

o The synthesis of chlorophyll in plants is a lengthy, multi-step process. 

o When a seedling emerges from under the soil it must quickly synthesise chlorophyll to 

start supporting its own growth. 

o In order to facilitate quick synthesis of chlorophyll, plants make a precursor of chlorophyll 

called ‘protochlorophyllide’ in the dark, which glows red in blue light. 

o As soon as the plant comes out into the light from under the soil, light-dependent enzymes 

convert protochlorophyllide to chlorophyll. 

Implications: 

 This discovery has many implications within the agriculture sector in tropical nations like India and 

can assist present results in optimising plant progress in frequently changing weather conditions. 

 Due to the quickly altering weather conditions, farmers in a number of states in India, particularly 

in Maharashtra, are struggling with large losses in crop yields. 

 This often leads to severe distress among the farming community as indicated by the high number 

of farmer suicides in Maharashtra for the past several years. 

 Major Reasons for Crop Failure: Severe drought, high temperature and high light. 

 Young seedlings emerging out of the soil are extremely sensitive to high irradiance of light. This 

study can provide leads to optimise plant growth under these stressful conditions. 
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7.1 GATKA, KALARIPAYATTU, THANG-TA AND MALLAKHAMBA IN KHELO INDIA 

 
Context 

 The Sports Ministry has approved the inclusion of four Indigenous Games to be a part of Khelo 

India Youth Games 2021, scheduled to take place in Haryana. The games include: Gatka, 

Kalaripayattu, Thang-Ta and Mallakhamba. 

More about news 
 

 Khelo India Youth Games (KIYG) 2021, are scheduled to take place in Haryana 

 KIYG is a part of the revamped national programme for development of sports ‘Khelo India’ which 

was approved by the Union Cabinet in 2017. 

o The Khelo India Scheme aims to encourage sports all over the country, thus allowing the 

population to harness the power of sports through its cross-cutting influence, namely holistic 

development of children & youth, community development, social integration, gender 

equality, healthy lifestyle, national pride and economic opportunities related to sports 

development. 

o Under the Scheme, talented players identified in priority sports disciplines at various levels 

are provided annual financial assistance of Rs. 5 lakh per annum for 8 years. 

 Gatka  

o Gatka is a weapon based martial art form, performed 

by the Sikhs of Punjab.  

o Gatka is believed to have originated when the 6th 

Sikh Guru Hargobind adopted ‘Kirpan’ for self-

defence during the Mughal era.  
o The name ‘Gatka’ refers to the one whose freedom 

belongs to grace.  

o Gatka features the skillful use of weapons, including 

stick, Kirpan, Talwar and Kataar. 

o The attack and defence in this art form is determined by the various positions of hands and 

feet and the nature of weapon used.  

o It is displayed on a number of celebrations in the State including fairs. 

 Kalaripayattu  

o One of the oldest martial arts in India, 

Kalaripayattu, although practiced in most parts 

of Southern India, originated in the state of 

Kerala around 3 rd century BC.  

o Kalari, a Malayalam word, refers to a specific 

type of school/gymnasium/training hall where 

martial arts are practiced or taught. 

o This art form includes mock duels (armed and 

unarmed combat) and physical exercises. Not 

accompanied by any drumming or song, the most important aspect is the style of fighting.  

o Kalaripayattu’s most important key is footwork; it also includes kicks, strikes and weapon-

based practice. Even women practice this art. Kalaripayattu is still rooted in the traditional 

rituals and ceremonies. 

7. TOPIC OF THE MONTH 
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 Thang Ta  

o Thang Ta is the exclusive martial dance form of 

Manipur.  

o Thang means sword and Ta means spear.  

o The dance performance is a unique display of skill, 

creativity and agility in which the performers enact 

a mock fight sequence – leaping to attack and 

defend. 

 Mallakhamb 

o Mallakhamb is a traditional sport, 

originating from the Indian subcontinent, in 

which a gymnast performs aerial yoga or 

gymnastic postures and wrestling grips with 

a vertical stationary or hanging wooden 

pole, cane, or rope 

o The name Mallakhamb derives from the 

terms malla, meaning wrestler, and khamb, 

which means a pole. Literally meaning 

"wrestling pole", the term refers to a 

traditional training implement used by wrestlers.  

o Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra have been the hotspots of this sport 

 

 

 

7.2 MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA 

 
Context 

 The Prime Minister of India paid tribute to Pt. Madan Mohan Malaviya on his 159th birth anniversary 

(25th December, 2020). 

 

Contribution of Madan Mohan Malaviya 

 Drawn to politics, Malaviya joined the Indian National Congress at its Calcutta session in 1886 — it 

had been founded a year previously at the Gokuldas Tejpal Sanskrit College in Mumbai. 

 Malaviya rose up the ranks, and became president four times — in 1909 (Lahore), in 1918 (Delhi), 

in 1930 (Delhi), and in 1932 (Calcutta). Malaviya was part of the Congress for almost 50 years. 

 Malaviya was one of the early leaders of the Hindu Mahasabha, and helped found it in 1917. He 

was a social reformer and a successful legislator, serving as a member of the Imperial Legislative 

Council for 11 years (1909–20). 

 Malaviya strived to promote modern education among Indians and eventually cofounded Banaras 

Hindu University (BHU) at Varanasi in 1916, which was created under the B.H.U. Act, 1915. The 

largest residential university in Asia and one of the largest in the world. 

 He is also remembered for his role in ending the Indian indenture system, especially in the 

Caribbean. His efforts in helping the Indo-Caribbeans is compared to Mahatma Gandhi's efforts of 

helping Indian South Africans 

o The Indian indenture system was a system of indentured servitude, by which more than 

one million Indians. were transported to labour in European colonies, as a substitute for 

slave labour, following the abolition of the trade in the early 19th century. 
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o The system expanded after the abolition of slavery in the British Empire in 1833, in the 

French colonies in 1848, and in the Dutch Empire in 1863. Indian indentureship lasted till 

the 1920s. 

 He also founded a highly influential, English-newspaper, The Leader published from Prayagaraj 

in 1909 

 He was also the Chairman of Hindustan Times from 1924 to 1946. His efforts resulted in the launch 

of its Hindi edition named Hindustan Dainik in 1936 

 He popularized the term ‘Satyamev Jayate’. However, the phrase originally belongs to the 

Mundaka Upanishad. The term now is the national motto of India. 

 Devnagri was introduced in the British-Indian courts because of Malviya’s efforts with the British 

government. 

 He worked immensely for Hindu-Muslim unity. He is known to have given famous speeches on 

communal harmony. 

 He worked for the eradication of caste barriers in temples and other social barriers. Malaviya 

made massive efforts to ensure the entry of so-called untouchables into any Hindu temple. For 

example, temple entry movement at the Kalaram Temple 


